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component tester in our oscilloscopes is

altogether different from other’s. In addition to all

Oscilloscope funtions component tester provision

can test all components passive and active, in

circuit and out of circuit. ONLY OUR SCOPES
CAN recognise NPN/PNP. Distinguish HIGH/LOW
Gain, Distinguish AUDIO, R.F., SWITCHING
transistors.

MULTI FUNCTION OSCILLATOR

rus~LA/
* Pure Sine wave output.

» Amplitude settable with ease down
to millivolts. X 1. X 1/10 and X 1/100

attenuated outputs available.

* No amplitude bounce when
trequency varied. J

VASAVI ELECTRONICS
630, Alkarim Trade Centre Ranigunj
SECUNDERABAD-500 003. ph: 70995
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Device offers

til)
ELECTRONIC
EDUCATIONAL
& TESTING
DEVICES

We stock:

elektef
Magazines

ic IZUMIYA 1C INC.

P.C.B. Drafting Aids

TELEDYNE
RELAYS

I1CJ1
Semiconductors

KONTAKT
omSmis

Cleaners

FAIRCHILD
Semiconductors

Texas Instruments
Semiconductors

VPN T"mmin9
jrJ-MI Potentiometers

Ribbon Cable

Connector Panels
as

Semiconductors

RS 232
Connector Panels

SPECIAL EX STOCK OFFER E-Prom

D-RAM
4116 41256
4164 42128

Regulators

7805 - 24
7905 - 24

SCR/Triacs
4 amp - 40 amp
400 V - 600 V

TTL/CMOS
74 LS00 - 629
4001 - 40257

2716 27128
2732 27256

2764
Bulk importers and users in India may Kindly forward their specific enquiries

© OBi'iae EleatroiiQs Pta. ltd.

101 Kitchener Road. ‘02-04, Singapore Electrical, Electronics and Hardware Centre,

Singapore 0820. Telex : DEVICE RS 33250

FOR ENQUIRIES CALL: 298 6455 (4 lines)
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CMOS Technology RCA 1802 Microprocessor Based Micro Computer and Control
Systems, for DEFENSE APPLICATIONS, FIELD DATA LOGGING, Electroplating

Process Control and other Industrial Applications.

5avia pc i <y

Extremely low power requirements of CMOS chip makes it most suitable for field applications and
stand alone units.

• CMOS 8-bit Microprocessor RCA 1802 with 16 bit Multi function registers matrix of 16 x 16.
This extremely reliable and breakdown free Microprocessor has been built into the space shuttle
satellites and other military devices.

• 1 802 calls a sub-routine in 2.5 micro seconds (as against 8.5 microseconds of Z-80)
• Rapidly switchable program counter (faster than a Jump in Z-80)
• Output increments the X register automatically.

• Requires 1 .5 Bytes per executed instructions (as against 1 .9 Bytes per instruction for Z-80).

• On 1 802 one can generate powerful Pseudo Codes with the available page addressing.

• A complee and systematic Microprocessor with true built-in Direct Memory access.

Contact:

preciousc
ELECTRONICS CORPORATION

52, C. Proctor road. Grant Road IE) Bombay - 400 007. Ph. 367459. 369478

Manufactured by;

SAVLA ELECTRONICS PVT. LTD.
Ahmedabad 380 006
Phorn* 402860



PORTABLE
MIXER — 1

This mixer is not designed for the occasional party, where
one slide control per channel will suffice. Rather, it is

intended for the serious eiectrophonics enthusiast. And
quite naturally, therefore, it has all the facilities such users

have come to expect.

Professional mixers are expected to

meet a long list of special re-

quirements: balanced and unbal-

anced inputs and outputs; indepen-

dent control of each channel for driv-

ing special effects equipment and

monitors; automatic setting of input

sensitivity to match the signal level;

multiple tone controls per channel;

and many more. No wonder that such

mixers are, to put it mildly, pretty ex-

pensive It is, however, possible, to

build one of comparable quality at

much lower cost, as described in the

following pages.

Modular
construction

the power for the entire mixer.

The mono input unit is almost cer-

tainly the most often used module. Its

input sensitivity is adjustable be-

tween 0 dB and + 60 dB. This enables

all sorts ofmono signal sources, from

microphone to keyboard, to be con-

nected to this module. The unit is

provided with a three-way tone con-

trol; a peak indicator for possible

overloads; a monitor; a multi-track or

PFL (pre-fade listening) control; and



a panorama control. Balanced inputs I

are standard, but any ofthese can be

made unbalanced by connecting

one of its terminals to earth.

The stereo input unit is intended for

use with a wide variety of signal

sources. Its input can be switched

between MD (variable-reluctance

pick-up), AUX (high-level stereo),

and LINE (mono). The latter position

is for use in the event the mono
module is not available. The balance

control functions as panorama con-

trol when the input is switched to

LINE.

The headphone-monitor module

contains a stereo headphone ampli-

fier via which each module may be

monitored. Unlike the other mod-

ules, this unit is provided with a

parametric equalizer instead of a

three-way tone control. This is a very

useful facility, because it enables any

tendency to acoustic feedback be-

tween the microphone and monitor

loudspeaker to be suppressed effec-

tively. The main controls and output

terminals of the special effects chan-

nel are also fitted on this module.

The most important unit is the output

module. Apart from the main tone

control and other refinements, it has

a stereo LED VU (volume unit) meter.

The output is available as a balanced

or as an unbalanced signal.

Power supply
Since any equipment is only as good

as its power supply, all the supply

lines in the present mixer are

stabilized twice: once in the power

unit and once in the relevant module.

Apart from its mains transformer and

on/off switch, the power supply unit

shown in Fig. 2 is contained on a

separate printed-circuit board. It is

suitable for the supply of up to eight-

een modules.

Regulators ICt and IC2 hold the

supply voltage, preset with the aid of

R3-R4, at ±18 V. Transistors Ti and T2

and associated RC networks ensure

a sufficiently slow rise of the supply

voltage to prevent loudspeaker

clicks when the mains is switched

on. Resistor Rs is a voltage-

dependent resistor that suppresses

noise present on the mains.

Switch S2 enables the mains earth to

be isolated from the case earth,

which may be necessary in certain

theatres. If S2 is open, and something

goes wrong, neon lamp Lai breaks

down, and the mains fuse blows.

The values of resistors R> and R* can

be ascertained precisely for any in-

dividual power unit by replacing

them by two 5 k preset poten-

tiometers. Adjust these presets until

the output of the relevant regulator is

18.1 V. Switch off, remove the presets,

and carefully measure their values

with an ohmmeter. Fixed resistors

with values so found should then be
soldered in the R3 and R« positions

(this may, of course, entail making up
a parallel combination to obtain the

correct value). Check that the output

voltages of the regulators are still

±18 V.

MIC-LINE module
Although the number of presets'may

give the impression of complexly,

the circuit in Fig. 3 shows thafmifc

would be misleading. Operational

amplifiers Ai, A2, and A3 form an in-

strument amplifier that provides

properly balanced inputs. f'

The sensitivity of the microphone in-"

put is about 20 dB higher than that of

the line input.

Fig. I. The front

panels of (a) the

MIC-LINE
module; (b) the

stereo module

;

and (c) the

power unit.
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To keep the overall noise level down,

Ai and A2 are low-noise types, while

Ri to R13 incl. are high-stability (1%)

metal film resistors.

Gain control Pi, which enables set-

ting the gain between 20 dB and

60 dB, must be a high-quality type,

because it is located in a noise- and

scratch-sensitive position.

The peak indicator is formed by tran-

sistors Ti and T2. The threshold of

operation is fixed at 9 VPP or 3 Vims

by voltage divider Ris-Ris. These

levels correspond to a microphone

input of 3 rnVims at maximum amplifi-

cation. Reservoir capacitor Ci en-

sures that short-duration overloads

are also clearly indicated.

Coupling capacitor C< prevents any

DC reaching the potentiometers and

connects the amplified input to the

three-way active (A*) tone control. Ef-

fects control P2
, of course, precedes

Uauone control stage.

lWtentiometer Ps sets the wanted

monitor output level.

Stereo slide potentiometer P7 is the

fade control.

Since a signal to drive a multi-track

recorder is also required, slide con-

trol Pi —the fader— is a stereo type

to prevent any feedback between

the stereo channel and the multi-

track outputs. An alternative to this

arrangement is to provide each
channel with a PFL (pre-fade listen-

ing) facility; Cij-Rm can then be omit-

ted, Pi can be a single track control,

and S> and R« are fitted externally.

Stereo input

module
The stereo input module —see
Fig. 7— has no balanced input: in-

stead. it is provided with an equaliz-

ing pre-amplifier, formed by Ai and
ht (Ai' and hi), for use with variable-

reluctance pick-ups.

Input selection is effected by Si: pos-

ition 1 is for variable-reluctance pick-

ups; position 2 for high-level inputs,

such as from tape recorders; and
position 3 for mono signals.

Position 3 is for use when the MIC-
LINE module is not available, or, for

instance, when more equipment is to

be connected than was originally

foreseen. Note, however, that only

line signal sources can be connec-

ted: not microphones. The (un-

balanced) signal is then taken from

the right-hand AUX input, and
amplified in Ai and hi by a factor 3.

Stereo potentiometer Pi provides a

monophone effects signal, but is ar-

ranged such that its input and output

resistance are equal, whatever the

position of the wipers.

The active tone control is followed

by the controls for the monitor out-

put (Ps), the channel output (Ps), and
the balance (P?). With Si in position 3

(LINE), the balance control functions

as panorama control.

The pre-fade listening facility is con-

structed with (external) components
R9, Rio, and S2.

A multi-track output is not necessary

in this module, because the unit is

normally fed from a multi-track tape

machine.

If the MD input is not required, the

operation if Ai (Ai’) can be made lin-

ear by omitting C< and Cs (C<’ and
Cs’), and replacing R« and Rs (R«’ and
Rs') by R* (Rx’). The value of the

new resistor may be calculated from

Rx=R3 (o-l) [Q]

where a is the amplification of the

amplifier. Ifthe amplification is large,

Rx=Rs.
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Capacitor Ci (Ci') may be adapted to

match the output impedance of the

tape machine used.

Construction
Before buying any new components,

it is wise to determine how many

modules are required.

Prepare the printed-circuit boards

shown in Fig. 5, Fig. 8, and Fig. 9;

note that the board in Fig. 8 consists

of two parts, which must be

separated before any components

are fitted.

The dimensions of the front panels

are given in Fig. 10: 10a is that for the

M1C-LINE module; 10b that for the

stereo module; and 10c that for the

power supply. The overall length

will, of course, depend on the cases

used. The prototype was built in one

aluminium case with compartments

for the various modules. The con-

struction of this will be described in

next month’s issue.

In the mean time, the completed

modules may be tested by connect-

ing their outputs to the TUNER or

5
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Fig. 9. This il-

lustrates how the

boards can be
screwed
together.

AUX input of a stereo power ampli-

fier, and injecting a suitable signal

into the various module inputs. The

correct operation of all poten-

tiometer controls can then be

checked.

Part 2 of the Portable Mixer will ap-

pear in the next month’s issue.

Di;D>«1N4148

Di = LEO: red

Ti;T? = BC557B

ICi.lCr = NE5532 or

LM833

ICrilCr' = TL072

ICa = XR4195 (see fig.

XLR Cannon-type 3-pin

Fig. 10. Drilling

plans for the

front panals: (a)

the MIC-LINE
module; (b) the
stereo module;
and (c) the

power unit.



Many high-resolution graphics images may be
considerably embellished by highlighting and enlivening

effects such as controlled colour flashing and inversion,

since the degree of screen animation seems to be
proportional to the interest viewers take in watching the

image.

FLASHING
COLOURS
The proposed circuit has been de-

signed for insertion between the

digital RGBfl) outputs of the Elektor

high-resolution colour system and a

RGB(I) monitor, see Elektor India.

issues from October 1985 onward.

The colour inversion and flashing ef-

fects are entirely under software

control (BASIC); they are easily

brought about by writing appropri-

ate data to a specific memory lo-

cation, as will be explained further

on in this article. Since the proposed

design of the flash/invert extension

is fairly universal, other graphics col-

our systems may also incorporate it,

provided the necessary control

signals are available.

Colour inversion

One ofthe fundamental operations in

Boolean algebra is refened to as the

exclusive-OR (EXOR) bit manipu-

lation method, which is a means for

controlling the digital polarity (in-

verted/non-inverted) of an operand
A when this is applied to either one

input of an EXOR type logic gate, the

other input being driven by a logic

level (0 or 1) PROG. Depending on

the logic level assigned to PROG,
operand A will appear either in the

non-inverted form (B=A; PROG=0)

,

or the inverted form (B=A;PROG= I)

at the EXOR gate output; see the

diagram opposite this text illustrating

the logic function of this program-

mable inverter gate.

In the present add-on circuit, gates

Nit to N20 receive the RGB1 signals

and a common control level COLOR
which is obtained by latching the Da

databit from the host processor bus

during a memory write operation to

I/O map location XX67 — see Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. A few SSI

gates, a dual

counter, a latch,

and two diodes

constitute a pro-

grammable
flash/invert add-
on circuit for the

high-resolution

graphics card.

AH signals at the

left of the figure

come from the

existing main
and colour ex-

tension board.

Application of

HCCD type ICs is

preferred for ICs

and ICs,

although stan-

dard LS equiv-

alent types will

also do.

6.26 ele



0 = bit at logic lew level.

1 = bit at logic high level.

X = bit level irrelevant to listed effect.
— = bit is low or high as required for c

Table 1. Every
bit in the byte
written (POKEd)
to XX67hex

specifies a func-

tion in the

flash/invert ex-

tension; the

examples listed

in this table

serve to illustrate

some ofthe poss-

ible program-
ming configura-

tions with their

resultant effects

on the RGBI
monitor.

Thus, by setting and resetting this bit

at the indicated memory location,

the user is in control of simultaneous

colour inversion of all picture

elements. Since there happened to

be an EXNOR gate left over in ICa,

this wasjjut to good use as an ad-

ditional 1’ output along with I'.

Flashing colours

The colour flash circuitry is a bit

more complicated than the combi-

nation of gates to effect colour inver-

sion since, as opposed to the overall

effect of the latter, the flash circuit

section operates specific to any of

the colours red, green, or blue. To

start with, some slow, periodic

switching signal is required to deter-

mine the flash rate. The present

design enables software selection

of two flash rates, fast or slow, as

selected by the logic level of Da writ-

ten to XX67. In order to ensure the

necessary fixed phase relationship

between picture scan and flash

pulse, the vertical blanking pulse

(VB) is applied to the CK1 input of a

dual 4-bit counter Type 74LS393. The

outputs 2QA and 2QB of the second

counter section in this IC have been

selected to supply two flash fre-

quency rates to selection gate net-

work Ns-Nu-Ns and the two diodes

in OR configuration. Fast or slow

flashing is now under control of the

F/S signal; in other words, D7 at

XX67. Note that proper operation of

the diode OR simulator may only be

achieved with the use of HC(T) types

for IC3, and ICs, which must feature

good high and low level definition to

compensate for the inevitable

voltage drop across the silicon

diodes. However, where these new
types are not yet available, the use of

74LS equivalent types may be

resorted to.

The function of the other logic gates

in the circuit is best elucidated by

starting at the output side of the pro-

posed design, establishing, for in-

stance, the order in which the red (R)

signal is processed. When pin 2 of

Nu is permantently at high logic

level, the red bit is simply passed by

this gate; if, however, the logic level

at this pin is arranged to toggle along

with the flash signal, the red output

bit will also flash, whether or not in-

verted by N17. Gate N<o functions as a

programmable switch to pass or

block the flash signal to Nu; if the

user sets RF (red flash, D. at XX67).

red flashes. It will be readily

understood that the other colour bits

may also flash if their F bit has been
set with an appropriate instruction.

Colour selection

To select between flashing the eight

bright or the eight pale colour

shades, the I (intensity) bit is applied

to gates Nt, N2, and Ni, together with

three intensity select bits Rl, GI, and
BI. If we take red once more as an

example, it will be seen that AND
gate Ne will only pass the flash signal

if its pin 1 is at logic high level, that is

to say, only if the user-programmed

level of the RI bit is the same as that

of the I bit. Thus, the user may have

bright red flash by setting RI (ie.

logic high); whereas pale red flashes

with RI low, since the I bit is also low

in this condition.

Hardware and
software
The flash/invert circuit had best be

put together on a small piece of

veroboard, and construction should

present no problems to those who
have already been successful in put-

ting the Elektor graphics system

together. The databus connections

to the octal latch are made with eight

short lengths of wire to points 6 ... 13

on the colour extension card; the

XX67 signal is available at pin 9 of

ICi also on this card (see Elektor

India. March 1986 issue). As for the

VB signal, this may be taken from pin

16 of the GDP chip, wired to an un-

used pir. on the 64-way DIN connec-

tor (for example pin 2c). and put onto

the bus for use in the flash/invert cir-

cuit. Finally, do not forget fo fit every

IC with a decoupling capacitor and
avoid long wire runs, which may
result in picture degradation due to

cross-talk effects.

Since the video interpreter for the

high-resolution graphics system

does not support programming the

j

present add-on board, the user must

rely on his BASIC interpreter to

transfer the necessary codes.

Table 1 summarizes the bit functions

and gives examples of how a

specific effect may be obtained by

setting or resetting bits at XX67. Note

that the user must first calculate the

decimal equivalent of this output ad-

dress for his configuration in case

the BASIC interpreter does not allow

the use of hexadecimal address no-

tation in a POKE instruction.

In conclusion of this article, some
examples of POKEs to effect in-

teresting effects on the screen:

POKE XX67.8 inverts all colours;

POKE XX67.16 causes the pale red

pixels to flash slowly, and POKE
XX67.144 flashes the bright red ones

at double speed; POKE XX67.272

j

gives a fast flash of bright blue and

pale red.

PL;DM
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LOUDSPEAKER
IMPEDANCE
CORRECTION

A loudspeaker presents a complex load to the

output amplifier and the cross-over network. This

load can be measured and any deviation from

the nominal impedance corrected, in this manner
a multi-way loudspeaker system with a passive

cross-over network can be made to function

optimally.

A loudspeaker looks a
simple enough device: a
frame, a coil, a magnet,
and a cone of paper or of

man-made fibre Put it in a
box and you have a

sound reproducer. If only it I

were as simple as that. . . I

Designing a dosed loud-
\

speaker box (Eiektor India.
|March 1986) explained the

fundamentals of calculat-

ing the dimensions ot a
closed box on the basis of

the characteristics of the

drive unit used. That thus

dealt with the acoustics ot

the system. The present

article takes a closer look

at the electrical aspects.

Before reading any further,

note that if the cross-over

network is of the active



type, the loudspeaker im-

pedance is of no par-

ticular importance. With a
passive filter, however, it is

a prime factor.

Dynamic
impedance
A drive unit may be
represented by an elec-

trical circuit containing re-

sistance, capacitance,

and inductance Its im-

pedance may, therefore,

be inductive, capacitive,

or resistive, depending on
the frequency of oper-

ation. Moreover, the im-

pedance is affected, to

some extent, by the type
and dimensions of the

enclosure in which the

drive unit is housed.
Figure 1 shows the

dynamic impedance of a
17 cm bass unit measured

over the frequency range
of 20 Hz to 20 kHz. This

curve is characterized by
the peak around 75 Hz
and the slowly rising im-

pedance with trequency.
The peak is caused by the
resonance frequency of

the equivalent circuit,

while the rising with fre-

quency results from the

self inductance of the
voice coil. As the cross-

over network has been de-
signed for operation into a

constant-value ohmic
load, the performance of

the system will be ad-

versely affected by this

varying impedance.

Equivalent

circuit

A (simplified) equivalent

circuit of a typical drive

unit is shown in Fig. 2. The

voice coil has a resist-

ance, Re, which deter-

mines the minimum im-

pedance of the drive unit.

From the curve in Fig. 1 it

is clear that for the drive

unit used here Re =5.5

ohms. The inductance of

the voice coil is rep-

resented by Le. The paral-

lel circuit Lo-Co-Ro causes
exactly the same peak as
the drive unit proper. Note
that it is in series with the

series combination of Re

and Le.

Impedance
calculations

A dynamic impedance
characteristic, such as that

in Fig. 1, can be deter-

mined with the simple set-

up of Fig. 3. If the resist-

ance R is large compared
with the nominal loud-

Fig. 1. The impedance
curve ofa typical loud-

speaker unit in (a) was
measured under controlled

conditions. Subsequently,

an equivalent circuit was
calculated and built: the

impedance curve of this is

shown in (b) The
resemblance between the

two characteristics is

striking.

Fig. 2. The equivalent elec-

trical circuit of a loud-

speaker looks anything but
a resistance.



speaker impedance, the

AF signal source functions

as a perfect current

source. If, for instance,

R=3k3, and the output of

the signal source Is set at

3.3 V r.mj., the current

through the loudspeaker

coil is 1 mA. Each millivolt

drop across the loud-

speaker, therefore,

represents 1 ohm. It is

clear that the true RMS
voltmeter should be a sen-

sitive type. The impedance
presented by the loud-

speaker can now be
measured over a range ot

frequencies, and the curve

plotted from the values

measured. It is, of course,

essential that the drive

unit is housed in its normal
enclosure to ensure that

the true impedances are
measured.
The voice coil resistance,

Re, may be measured with

an accurate ohmmeter, or

with the set-up of Fig. 3.

The latter is not too ac-
curate, but it will do. In this

case, the minimum im-

pedance over the fre-

quency range is ascer-

tained.

Next, ascertain the im-

pedance, Zo, at the res-

onant frequency, fo. The
true impedance, Z, is

Z=Zo—Re (1)

Subsequently, calculate
the impedance, Z3, at the

—3 dB points from

Z3=Ro+Z\/’2 (2)

Measure at which fre-

quencies above and
below fo, fo and fo respect-

ively, the impedance has
the value Z3.

The bandwidth, BW, ot the

resonance peak is

calculated from

BW=fo-fo (3)

Values of the equivalent

circuit components can
now be calculated from

the following.

Lo=BWZ/2nfo (4)

Co=1/2nBWZ (5)

Ro=Z (6)

For bass speakers,

measure at which fre-

quency, fx, the impedance
is equal to 2Re. Then,

Le=V3Re/2nf, (7)

For middle and high fre-

quency speakers, measure
at which frequency, U, the

impedance is equal to

f2Re. Then,

Le=Re/2nfz (8)

Fig. 3. Typical set-up for
measuring loudspeaker im-
pedance over a range of
frequencies.

Fig. 4. An RC network
across the loudspeaker
compensates for the rise in

impedance with frequency.

Fig. 5. The resonance peak
ofa loudspeaker may be
negated with a suitable

LCR network across the

Correcting the

dynamic
impedance
To ensure optimum per-

formance from the passive
network and loudspeaker,

the impedance presented
to the filter by the loud-

speaker should remain
constant over the fre-

quency range of the

system. This is readily ef-

fected by an RC combi-
nation across the drive

unit as shown in Fig. 4,

where

Ro = Re (9)

Co =Le/Ro2
(10)

Note that the minimum im-

pedance of the loud-

speaker remains equal to

Re.

Correcting the resonance
peak is normally not

necessary, because it

usually lies well outside
the pass band of the
cross-over network. None
the less, where it is felt

necessary, it can be done
with the aid of the circuit

in Fig. 5. Here,

Lb=LoR/Ro (11)

Cb=CoRo/Rb (12)

4

5

Rb=R»+R»2/R0 (13)

These correcting networks
ensure that the passive

cross-over filter is ter-

minated into a constant-

value impedance.



COMPUTERS AND
HEALTH CARE

by Helena Buswell

When a 38 year old Scot-

tish housewife made an
appointment to visit her

doctor at the local health

centre, she was unaware
of the role that computers

were about to play in her

life.

Mrs Ann Robertson (not her

real name) had stomach
pains, and, like most

people, was nervous when
she tried to describe her

condition.

Dr Michael Ryan had
before him a summary
listing his patient's details

produced by the health

centre’s own computer
ready for Mrs Robertson's

visit. He could see at a
glance her age, number
of children, occupation,

height, weight, blood
pressure, previous and cur-

rent health problems, and
other demographic data

relevant to her general

health.

Almost all of the 56 million

population is registered

with one of about 50 000

general practioners (GPs),

contracted to work within

the National Health Ser-

vice (NHS). Each GP has a
list of several thousand
people, and for each and
every one he has case

notes — most going back
to that person's birth.

At health centres like

Howden, near Livingston in

central Scotland, these

details have been trans-

ferred to new computer
systems, which produce a
summary sheet ready for

each patient's con-

sultation.

Further tests

In Mrs Robertson's case
Dr Ryan decided to send
her to the area hospital —
Bangour General Hospital

— for further tests. Her ap-
pointment there had
already been computer
generated, and, when she

arrived, more details were

entered into the computer
system by the receptionist.

As Mrs Robertson had
been a patient at the

hospital some years

before, the computer auto-

matically alerted the

hospital staff, and her

earlier case notes were
produced.
Bangour uses the de Dom-
bal system for diagnosing

abdominal conditions.

Developed by Tim de
Dombal, a consultant

surgeon at Leeds General
Hospital, this computer-

based diagnostic system

assesses the chances of

different causes of acute
abdominal pain with a
very high degree of accu-
racy. The system is now
used in many British

hospitals, and, with fewer

unnecessary exploratory

operations of the abdo-
men, more patients are

sent home from casualty

wards and both lives and
money are saved.

The system is also used in

submarines of both the US
Navy and the Royal Navy.

Dr Ryan says: "in these sort

of conditions, with long

periods at sea, acute ab-
dominal complaints are

the most critical to

diagnose correctly. After

all, apart from heart at-

tacks, they are the most

likely to kill you."

A comparable system in

use at Glasgow has a
dyspepsia program that

obtains data on symptoms
by directly interviewing

the patient. Where direct

computer interviewing is

also used, the patient is

often more relaxed and
forthcoming, talking

directly to a machine,
rather than to another per-

son. The de Dombal inter-

view has already been
translated into Swedish

and Dutch, and is being
tested in other clinics here

and overseas.

Possible

appendicitis

Mrs Robertson, however,

was asked a series of

structured questions by the

hospital doctor, and her

answers keyed into the

computer. The computer’s
diagnosis showed a 90 per

cent chance of appen-
dicitis, with lesser chances
of constipation or

gynaecological abnor-
malities.

Admitted to hospital.

Mrs Robertson's subsequent
operation and stay were
logged from start to finish

on the hospital's computer.

Her files, both at the

health centre and
Bangour, were updated.
Howden Health Centre is

one of 50 to have recently

installed computer systems

in Scotland with the help

of the Scottish Home and
Health Department. The

GPs buy their own British

built Apricot computers,

but the software and its

development and main-

tenance are provided free

by an NHS computer
team. Dr Ryan, who is

chairman of the project’s

steering committee, says:

"We except many more
practices to install com-
puters in the near future."

Some of the practices

already using computers

are in Scotland's most

isolated communities —
the outlying islands. As

well as holding patient

records, the computers are

used for repeat prescrip-

tions, and for monitoring

continuous conditions like

hypertension, diabetes,

and thyroid problems.

Under the overall direction

of the Department of

Health & Social Security,

health care in England Is

provided by regional

health authorities, which

in turn are divided into

administrative districts. The

logistics of running such
an enormous enterprise

are formidable, and It is

this, as much as anything,

that has encouraged the

introduction of computers
at all levels.

Management
information

The NHS is introducing

new management infor-

mation systems in the next

two to three years, and
their success will rely

heavily on the use of com-
puters. However, computers

are not new to the health

service. Some were in-

stalled nearly 20 years

ago, and with this wealth

of experience, the NHS is

now marketing a range of

software in other countries.

Milton Keynes General
Hospital is typical of those



opened in recent years.

The new town ot Milton

Keynes has a population
of 145 000 — expected to

reach 220 000 by the year
2000. The hospital was
planned in three phases.
Phase one began in 1978
as a community (mainly

geriatric) hospital. Phase
two, with 400 beds, was
opened in 1984, when the
computer system was in-

stalled. The last phase is

scheduled for 1990, giving

space for more beds and
a mental health unit.

The computer system is

based on three interlinked

minicomputers — in the

event ot breakdown or

maintenance the system

can run on one — and
100 terminals around the

hospital, half ot which
have a printer attached.
Terminals are also on-line

at outlying clinics. And
under a pilot scheme, one
GP in an outlying district is

on-line to a clinic ter-

A computer system is used
for patient identification;

record management;
patient location and log-

ging; bed, clinic, and
waiting list management;
and management infor-

mation. Each ward has a
terminal, as do the casu-
alty, pathology, and
radiology departments.
A busy hospital has much
in common with a large

hotel in the comings and
goings, catering, clean-

ing, general maintenance,
and payment of wages.
Patients have to be booked
in and out in the same
way as hotel guests. Sur-

prising as it may seem,
bed management is a
permanent problem. At

Milton Keynes, tight com-
puter control is kept on
the occupancy of beds,

where and when beds are
available for waiting list

patients (there are always
beds kept for emerg-
encies), patient movement
from ward to ward, and so
on. A computer check is

maintained 24 hours a
day so that all authorized

personnel can see at a
glance which beds are

occupied, and who the
patients are. Before com-
puterization, it could take

hours for an accurate bed
check to be made.

Wider health

context

Although computerized
bed management has

been developed to

facilitate the smooth run-

ning of hospitals, the ac-
cumulated data can pro-

vide vital information in a
wider health context. At

Milton Keynes, a potential

minor epidemic was
averted after a patient,

who had entered hospital

for routine treatment and
a two week stay, was
discovered to have active

tuberculosis From com-
puter data, all his con-
tacts from severals wards
— staff, patients (most of

whom had already been
discharged), and even
visitors — were located in

less than 24 hours A
special clinic was set up
for screening and im-

munization the same day.

Payroll systems were
among the first computer
applications introduced
by British health

authorities The West
Midland Regional Health

Authority uses OMR (Op-

tical Mark Reading) forms

and readers to process a
complicated payroll for

102 000 people working in

a widespread area. As a
further complication,

about 52 per cent are
monthly salaried, with the
rest being paid weekly.

"People fail to realize that

every sort of trade and
profession — from surgeon
to carpenter — is

employed by the NHS,”

says computer operations

manager Peter Owen. "We
have one of the most com-
plex payroll structures in

the country. At least once
a month some 200 000

OMR documents are be-

ing processed."

The East Anglia Regional

Health Authority covers

Cambridgeshire. Norfolk,

and Suffolk, and has a
population of two million.

The eight major hospitals,

and many of the smaller

ones, have computer
systems dealing with ad-

ministration, in-patients

and out-patients, radi-

ology, and pathology.
Pathology statistics help to

analyse the incidence of

medical conditions, pro-

viding valuable leads to

links between such par-

ameters as occupations,
social conditions, and the

occurence of illness.

As with all regional
authorities, East Anglia
writes its own software. A
recently developed cater-

ing program at Peter-

borough General Hospital

has simplified patient

menu orders, and has
drastically cut costs.

Around the area's health

community centres, all

child health immunization
programmes are also

computerized.

International Computers
Ltd (ICL) has emerged as
one of the leading sup-

pliers of computer equip-
ment fo the NHS. Formed
in 1968, ICL operates in

over 70 countries and
employs 21 000 people
worldwide. It has col-

laborative agreements
with Fujitsu of Japan; PERQ
Systems of fhe United
States of America, and
Mitel of Canada, and also
has a joint research in-

stitute in Munich with Bull

of France and Siemens of

West Germany.

Patient

administration

ICL has recently formed
the ICL Health Systems

Business Unit. It includes
the 100 strong team that

has been working on the

ICI Patient Administration

System already ordered by
about ten health

authorities. The company
also runs seminars for NHS
personnel and ICL user

groups
An idea of the scale of

ICL's health computer
systems and of fhe

phenomenal growth of

NHS computerization, is

evident in just a short

selection of recent in-

stallations

An ICL supplies infor-

mation system being in-

stalled for the Grampian
Health Board in Scotland

will handle 6500 stock

items ranging from staff

uniforms and cleaning
material to surgical

needles and sutures

The Brighton Health Auth-
ority is installing two new
networks for district infor-

mation, replacing and
upgrading older hard-
ware. Brighton will also be
one of the first districts to

install an obstetrics soft-

ware package developed
at St Mary's Hospital in

London, where the
Princess of Wales had her
children. Obstetrics com-
puter systems have helped
reduce perinatal death
rates

Tender letting control

systems have been in-

stalled by seven health
authorities to help with the
administration of the

tendering process, includ-

ing the monitoring of suc-
cessful contractors.

Real-time

systems
A new real-time patient

administration system is

being used by the West
Glamorgan and Gwynedd
health authorities. Supplies

information systems have
been installed by all the
districts under the

southwest London Regional
Health Authority, and by
six districts of the Oxford
Health Authority.

Apart from systems based
on orthodox computer
hardware, British scientists

have developed ad-
vanced computer based
technology for the

specialized diagnosis and
treatment of a range of ill-

nesses. The National
Hospital for Nervous
Diseases in London, for

example, is to have a
prototype expert system
called BRAINS designed to

give powerful aid in the
analysis of brain scans.

The main goals of a team
from University College,

London, Leicester

Polytechnic, and the
hospital were to give the

radiologist a tool for fast

and efficient study of the
scan image, and to re-

duce unnecessary scans.
The team decided to



make use of the statistical

methods that had grown
up in epidemiology in the

last 25 years.

A statistical database of

900 scans has been en-

tered into the system by
Mr du Boulay, the team's

radiologist. The database I

took five years to collect,

covers 22 different forms of

cerebral disease, and can
be extended.

The system allows less ex-

perienced radiologists to

access sample scans of

|

diseases and compare
them with the scan of the

patient being examined.
To get advice from the

system, the radiologist is

required to describe the

position and appearance
of damaged tissue, and

indicate the presence or

absence of other signs.

Based on this information,

the system gives a shortlist

of disease probabilities,

and indicates which
symptom leads to its

prediction. LPS

ELECTRONICS AND
TEMPERATURE CONTROL

by Vic Wyman

Temperature control is

often the key to efficient

and economic industrial

production. In many pro-

cess plants, for example,
the temperature may
need to be held within

narrow bounds if the pro-

cess is to be a success.

And the close control of

the temperature of pro-

duction processes and of

factory environments can
often lop a large chunk
from a company's annual
energy bill.

A growing number of con-
trol equipment suppliers

recognize that simply

knowing a temperature is

of little use. What is

needed is the ability to

monitor how temperature
is changing and adjust it

accordingly. These
demands are being in-

creasingly satisfied as

electronics expands the

options of equipment
designers and allows low
cost solutions to past

problems.

Microprocessor

based
A good example of the

great flexibility available

with the latest temperature

controllers is the micropro-

cessor based digital unit

from Control & Readout1' 1

,

designated the 451. The

general purpose 451 is

aimed particularly at

machine makers and
users in the food, plastics,

oven and furnace in-

dustries, and accepts a
range of inputs.

But as well as being a

proportional, integral or

derivative (PID), three term

or ontoff control unit with a
range of common fea-

tures, the 451 is easily

reconfigured to change
the basic functions. The

measurement range, con-

trol algorithm and limit

mode, as well as PID

terms, output cycle time

and limit setting, can be
changed as often as

wanted.

Because of this, any 451

can serve as the spare for

other units, cutting the
number of controllers held
in stock and minimizing
the cash tied up in spares.

The 451 can take inputs

from K, J and S sensors

over the respective tem-
perature ranges 60 to

1200 °C 60 to 600 °G and
60 to 1600 °C as well as
from PtIOO sensors over

-200 to + 400 °C and 4 to

20 mA;10 to 50 mV or zero

to 20 mA;0 to 50 mV
signals The controller

works on supplies of

115/230 V at 5CV60 Hz.

Hidden button

For commissioning, an in-

ternal security switch is

actuated and a hidden
button on the front panel
operated together with the

normal controls This

allows the 451 to be
matched to the process
needs
Any reconfiguration re-

quires the entry of a
special code after the ac-
tuation of an internal

security switch. or,

example of how input and
output control functions
can be altered, the unit

could be changed from

I thermocouple input with

ontoff control to a resist-

ance thermometer sensing

instrument with PID control.

A non-volatile memory re-

tains the configuration for

more than ten years even
without power.

For slow and controlled

heating of large structures,

fhe 451 has a soft start or

controlled ramp function,

with a digitally set rate of

0.1 to 50 °C/ minute.

An automatic manual op-

tion also allows such pro-

cesses as mixing to be
started manually and then
switched to automatic
control. The device has

5 A relay or logic outputs

Seif-tuning

adjustment

Another digital indicating

temperature controller is

the 810 unit, which, the

manufacturer, Eurotherm121
,

claims, has carved out a
niche for itself in industry

only a short while after its

introduction. The device

won an award from the

[

Design Council in 1984. To

expand the market further,

the company has in-

troduced a self-tuning

control adjustment aimed
mainly at the plastics ex-

trusion and continuous fur-

nace markets The new
feature is intended to cut

out long, involved manual
adjustment.

The 810 is a three term,

microprocessor based in-

strument with o high

degree of control accu-
racy and easy front panel
adjustment of all 15 main
parameters It features a
new, self-tuning algorithm

for such equipment as ex-

truder barrel and die

zones, where there is a
maximum rate of tempera-
ture change under full

power of about one unit/

second, requiring only

300 bytes of code space.

The three easily set

operating modes provide
self-tuning on start-up as

long as the measured
value is well below the

desired set-point, and self-

tuning at set-point if the

loop is over-damped or

under-damped. In the

third mode, self-tuning can
be initiated manually dur-

ing operation.

There is a high or devi-

ation alarm and three set-

point and alarm ranges
from zero to 500 °G zero to

1000 °C and zero to

1500 °G The operator can
override all the par-

ameters available from

fhe 810's scroll push-

buttons.

Set-point

changed with

time

The flexibility of the latest

control equipment is il-

lustrated by the possible

uses claimed by Gulton'31

for its West 2050 program-
mable controller. The PID,

microprocessor based unit

is said to be suitable for

the heat treatment of

metals, kiln control, en-

vironmental chambers
and cabinets, food and
chemical processing, resin

manufacture, textile dye-

ing and autoclaves, as
well as other uses where
set-point must be
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changed with time.

The 2050, from the Gulton

group’s control and in-

strumentation division, is

based on the established

West Opus 70 temperature

and process controller. It

has the same mechanical
construction and is in a
metal case with splash-

proof and dust-proot mem-
brane front panels.

The programmer controls

a measured value through

a set-point profile which

can change with time

through up to four stages,

each with a ramp and a
dwell segment adjustable

up to 99 hours 59 minutes.

Rate or time programming
can also be adopted for

the ramps.

The 2050 can handle ther-

mocouple, resistance ther-

mometer, direct current

linear, and voltage and
current inputs. Output

forms Include relay, logic

for solid state relay, direct

current linear, voltage and
current, thyristor pulse, and
valve motor drive.

Integral lock-out

The manufacturer claims a
0.25% accuracy and the

PID control has an integral

lock-out. Typically control

parameters can be re-

tained without power for

five years, according to

Gulton.

The 2050’s optional extras

include an RS422 serial in-

terface, a digital (event)

output, a remote pro-

gramme start, and
guaranteed soak times.

Preliminary trials of FGH
Controls'14

' furnace tem-

perature controller, known
as the thermal head ratio

system, suggest typical

fuel cost savings of 15 per

cent. Aimed at such sec-

tors as the aluminium in-

dustry, with medium sized

and large furnaces, the

system is claimed to im-

prove the efficiency of

heat treatment and to be
simply controlled by non-

specialist workers.

Present control methods
for furnace temperatures

typically involve regu-

lating the furnace at-

mosphere and letting the

load warm to this tem-
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perature, or controlling the

load at a chosen tem-

perature and probably
suffering from high at-

mosphere temperatures

and high load skin tem-

peratures.

Thermocouples

To eliminate the need for

this wasteful system, FGH
has come up with a two

instrument and two ther-

mocouple design. The

thermocouples monitor

load and atmosphere
temperatures.

One instrument compares
the load temperature with

a load set-point and
generates a further set-

point, which is fed to the

second instrument. The

second set-point is com-
pared with measured at-

mosphere temperature

which it maintains.

To avoid dangerously high

atmosphere temperatures,

the user can include a
further set-point in the at-

mosphere controller instru-

ment, operating as an
upper clamp. A range of

control components can
be coupled to the system.

FGH can also supply

suitable thermocouples,

and up to three can be
used to sense load tem-

perature. In this case, an
additional control unit

selects the highest tem-

perature and switches this

through to the ratio system.

A similar set of three ther-

mocouples can be used
for atmosphere tempera-
ture sensing.

Factory heating

Temperature control can
I
also be applied profitably

to the heating system of a

j

factory or other plant. A
recent addition to the

energy management

j

equipment made by
Gent'51

is the micropro-

cessor based 6202 tem-

perature controller.

This unit, which is easy to

program with a 25 button

j

keyboard, can be used as
a stand-alone energy
management device or

can form part of a more
comprehensive control

system. It is suitable for

both existing and new
heating installations.

The 6202 can control up to

eight zones, three boilers,

a main system pump, a
hot water circuit and
alarms, with up to 14

digital outputs. The unit

accepts signals from up to

24 dedicated analogue
inputs.

Gent sees as a particular

advantage the ability of

the 6202 to control energy
use in any of three ways.

The first, a pulsed power
mode, links a zone direct

to a boiler and pump op-
eration. By monitoring out-

side and zone tempera-
tures, the unit calculates

the input power each
zone needs to maintain

the desired space tem-

perature. By monitoring

the system flow tempera-

ture, the controller also

determines the period the

zone valve needs to be

pulsed open.

Three way
valve

The modulating valve

mode calls for each zone

to be controlled by a
three way valve and zone

circuit pump, with a corre-

sponding zone flow tem-

perature sensor. The valve

is modulated in line with

the outside and space
temperatures.

The third mode,
designated on /off, is for a
wide range of energy con-

suming plant such as oil

and gas fired air heaters,

electric heaters, lighting,

and pumps. Independent

zone operation allows time

and temperature or time-

only control.

The 6202 can also be pro-

grammed with 99 con-
secutive shut-downs up to

six days in advance, and
there is a back-up battery

to retain programs for up
to 72 hours. The user can
also select parameters to

be coupled to alarm out-

puts, and an RS232/422 in-

terface can be used to

connect the unit to remote
computer equipment. LPS
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Figure 1 shows the simple circuit of the

auto slide changer. In the absence of an

audio signal at the input T1 and T2 are

cut off. When a signal exceeding a

predetermined level (set by PI) appears

at the input then T1 will conduct on the

positive peaks of the signal. The output

from the emitter of T2 is integrated by

C2 and T2.

The collector voltage of T2 will be

below the negative-going threshold of

Schmitt trigger Nl, so the output of N1
will be high. The input of N2 also floats

high, its output is low and T3 is turned

off, so the relay is not energised.

.11 the input signal to Tl drops below the

threshold, then Tl turns off. If the

input voltage to Tl remains low then

after a delay of about one second T2
will also turn off taking the input of Nl
high. The output of Nl will go low and

pull down the input of N2 via C3.

The output of N2 will go high, turning

on T3 and energising the relay. The
relay contacts are connected to the

remote change jack of the slide

projector, so the slide will change.

C3 will charge via R3 until the positive-

going threshold of N2 is exceeded, when
the output of N2 will go low ready for

the sequence to repeat, and the relay

will drop out. Diode D1 protects Tl
against the back e.m.f. generated by the

relay coil.

PI proviuv* a preset bias on the base of

Tl and thus determines the threshold

voltage at which Tl starts to conduct.

By suitable adjustment of PI it is

possible to have background music

underlying the commentary at a low
level. PI is adjusted so that Tl is not
turned on with background music only

present, but will turn on during the

much louder speech passages.

Figure 2 shows a typical setup for

preparing a slide commentary. Recorded

music and speech are mixed together

and recorded onto tape. The slide

changer is placed at the output of the

mixer to check that the slide change

does take place during pauses.



During the slide show the slide changer

is connected to the line output of the

cassette recorder (figure 3), or some
other point in the system where the

signal level fed to it is unaffected by

volume or tone controls, since once the

changer has been set up the signal level

must not be altered.

To set up the slide changer during

recording potentiometers PI and P2

should first be set to their mid-position.

PI is then adjusted until the slide

change will occur when a pause of about

one second occurs in the commentary.

P2 calibrates meter Ml to provide an

indication of the threshold level. P2

should be adjusted so that Ml reads

about a quarter scale when PI is

correctly set.

Figure 4. Printed circuit board and com-

ponent layout for the auto slide changer

(EPS 9743).

If the record and replay levels of the

tape deck are correctly matched then no

adjustment will be required when

playing back the commentary. If,

however, the playback level is different

from the record level then it may be

necessary to adjust PI to set the correct

threshold level for playback.

A p.c. board and component layout for

the slide changer are shown in figure 4.

The unit requires a supply of 5 V at

1 8 mA (excluding the relay) which can

easily be supplied by a simple zener

stabiliser. A separate supply pin is

provided for the relay, so that if a

5 V - 6 V type is not available some
other voltage can be used, possibly

derived from the unregulated input to

the power supply. M
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MAGNETIC-FIELD
SENSORS

Announced as being more sensitive than Hall-

effect elements, magnetoresistive sensors (MRS)

have recently been introduced by leading

manufacturers of electronic components. This

introductory article examines their fundamental
characteristics and possible applications

The physical operation of

magnetic sensitive resistors

is based on the Gauss-
effect, which may be sum-
marized as follows: a
magnetic field with lines

of force perpendicular to

a current carrying con-

ductor forces charge car-

riers to travel along the

surface of that conduc-
tor; the magnetic field

'pushes' the current into a
thin layer, which results in

a diminished cross-sec-

tional area for the current

to pass along, or, in other

words, an increased resis-

tivity of the conductive

material. Figure 1 il-

lustrates this effect which
has been known for quite

some time, but has re-
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Fig. I The magnet pushes
the electric current out of
the area with maximum
magnetic field strength.

Fig. 2A sufficiently high
total resistance can only be
obtained by means of a

long conductor path.

Fig. 3 Gold stripes have

,

been applied to the re-

sistor track, which make •

look like a barber’s pole.

Fig. 4 The four resistive

elements in a Wheastone
bridge configuration.



mained disregarded by
the electronics industry un-

til quite recently, when
suitable alloys were
developed to put the ef-

fect to practical use.

The increase in resistivity

caused by the Gauss-ef-

fect is minimal with pure
metal conductors, with the

exception of bismuth (Bi),

which is a so-called

diamagnetic metal with

poor conductivity. How-
ever, certain alloys have
been developed which
are more sensitive to the

presence of a magnetic
field.

Siemens, tor instance, use
a semiconductor with anti-

mony (Sb) based alloys,

such as indiumantimonid-

nickelantimonid (InSb-

NiSb). This material has
semiconductor properties

and may be glued onto a
permeron, ferrite ceramic
or plastic substrate. The
magnetic sensitive resistor

is usually realized in the

form of a meander path

as shown in the sketch of

Fig. 2; this is done to

achieve a maximum-
length current track within

the encapsulation.

While Siemens manufac-
ture single flat type
resistive elements, Philips

have developed complete
Wheatstone bridges in a
standard transistor case.

These devices are made
from a thin permalloy
layer on a silicon

substrate. Permalloy is a
20% iron, 80% nickel fer-

romagnetic alloy without
semiconductor properties

The resistivity of a poly-

crystalline alloy such as
permalloy varies in direct

proportion to the angle
between magnetic tield

lines and the direction of

the current in the conduc-
tor. In order to obtain a
maximum operational lin-

earity tor these devices
Philips have come up with

a special arrangement for

the permalloy track: a
regular pattern ot gold
stripes is applied onto the
conductive track, at an
angle ot 45° with respect
to the current flow direc-

tion. For reasons made
clear by Fig. 3, this layout
is referred to as a 'barber’s

pole'. Since gold has a

much higher conductivity
than permalloy, the gold
stripes effect a net current

turn of 45° with respect to

the conductor axis; this

causes the current to

travel zigzag through the
flat, conductive track.

A complete sensor device
of this type contains two
resistive elements that

feature an increase in re-

sistance with an increase

in magnetic field strength,

and another two elements
with precisely the inverse

property: their resistance

decreases in a stronger

magnetic field. These four

resistors have been con-
nected in a Wheatstone
bridge setup, with the

same resistor types ar-

ranged diagonally, as il-

lustrated by Fig. 4. The
diagonal configuration of-

fers a high element sensi-

tivity while minimizing
bridge unbalancing by
changes in ambient tem-
perature.

One of the most important

advantages of magnetic
sensitive resistors is the

ease of device sensitivity

definition by means of the
manufacturing process.

The new Philips magnetic
sensitive Wheatstone
bridge devices come in a
T092 style case with four

leads: two for the bridge
supply voltage and two for

the bridge output voltage.

Applications are found in

any electronic field involv-

ing magnetic force detec-
tion or measurement. A
revolution counter, for in-

stance, may be con-
structed by mounting a
MRS device between a
permanent magnet and a
cogwheel, driven by the

engine; every passing cog
will unbalance the

Wheatstone bridge and
cause an output voltage

which may be applied to

equipment for further

signal processing. Simi-

larly, these devices may
be used to determine the

angular position of a
spindle. If placed close to

a current carrying con-
ductor, a magnetic sensor

may even perform the
function of current trans-

former.

vK
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Sound effects are always popular. One of the

most popular effects for 'livening up' disco-

shows, films, etc., is the (police) siren.

The crime series on TV have taught practically

everybody the difference between the European

two-tone siren and the banshee wail of the

American version. The circuit described here can

produce either sound.

The basic principle of the siren is shown

in the block diagram (figure 1 ).

The first section is an oscillator (Astable

Multivibrator, or AMV). For the

European siren, the square-wave output

from this oscillator is fed direct to the

control input of a Voltage Controlled

Oscillator (VCO). This causes the VCO
to switch to and fro between two fre-

quencies.

For the American siren, the output

from the AMV is first passed through an

integrating low-pass filter. The output

from this stage is something mid-way

between a sinewave and a triangular

wave. When the VCO is driven by this

signal, the result is a close approxi-

mation to the noise made by the

American cops.

The complete circuit i« shown in fig-

ure 2. Transistors T 1 and T2 are the

active elements in the AMV. With SI in

position ‘E’ (for European) the time-

determining elements are PI, R2, R3
and C2; PI sets the ‘switching fre-

quency’. The time-determining elements

for the American siren are P2, R3 and

C2; P2 sets the ‘wailing speed’. Any
number of additional preset potentio-

meters can be added if further siren

effects are required.

The main components of the integrator

are P3, RIO, CS and T3. P3 sets the

amplitude of the output signal from this

stage, so it is used to set the difference

between the highest and lowest fre-

quency of the American siren.

Transistors T4 . . . T7 are the active

elements in the VCO. The voltage at the

control input (base of T6) determines

the output frequency. For the American

siren, the control voltage is the output

from the integrator. Since this voltage

swings up and down in the rhythm of

the AMV, the output from the VCO will

swing up and down in the same rhythm.

The centre frequency of this wailing

siren is set with P6.

For the European siren, the square-wave

output from the AMV is fed direct to

the VCO, causing the latter to produce

two frequencies alternately. P5 sets the
' lower of the two, and P4 sets the differ-

ence between them - so it can be used

to set the higher frequency.

The adjustment procedures for the two
sirens are quite simple.

For the European siren, first set the

desired switching frequency with PI.

Then set the lower frequency with PS;

finally, set the upper frequency with P4.

The American siren is slightly more
difficult to adjust. First set the ‘wail

speed’ with P2. Then adjust P5 and P6

to get the desired effect. Note that P3

will need readjustment if the setting of

P2 is altered.

If more than one American siren is to be

preset, an extra switch will be required

between C3 and P3, so that it becomes
possible to switch in several different

presets for P3.

Alternatively, normal potentiometers

can be used with a calibrated scale. An
almost infinite number of different

sirens can then be ‘dialed in’. M

Figure 1 . Block diagram of the siren.

Figure 2. Circuit diagram of the complete

unit. The three switches can be coupled for

ease of switching between the American and

European type of siren.

Figure 3. Printed circuit board and compo-

nent layout.

Resistors:

R1.R16.R17 = 2k2
R2.R3.R5.R20 = 100 k

R4.R7.R10- 10 k

R6,R8,R9,R1 1 ,R12,R13,R14 = 1 k

R15 = 3k3
R18 22 k

R19 = 12k
P1.P2 - 470 k (preset)

P3 - 100 k (preset)

P4 = 22 k (preset)

P5.P6 • 4k7 (preset)

Capacitors:

Cl = 22 p/6 V
C2 * 1p5/63 V
C3.C6 = 47 p/16 V
C4 = 470 p/6 V
C5.C8 4p7/16 V

Semiconductors:

T1 .T3.T8 = TUN
T2 » TUP
T4 ... T7 = BC547B, BC107B or equ.

D1 ... D4 = 1N4148
Z1 = 4.7 V/250 mW zener

SI ... S3 = 3-pole, 2-way (see text)





EARLY DETECTION OF
ELECTRONIC FAILURES

by H.A. Cole, CEng, MIERE

The graphical relationship

between the failure rate

and operating time of vir-

tually any man-made
product follows a curve
which, because of its

shape, is known as a
"bath tub". Such a curve
has three distinctive

regions, the first ot which
represents an unexpec-
tedly high failure rate

within the first year of op-
eration.

The central flat region, ex-

tending from about one to

ten years, represents nor-

mal operating perform-

ance where the failure

rate is as predicted. The
third region represents the

so called "wear out"

phase where an increas-

ingly high failure rate is to

be expected as the prod-

uct enters its end of useful

life period.

Failures that occur in the

first year of operation fall

into three categories:

* Failure to function on
the very first occasion

(dead on arrival).

* Failure almost immedi-
ately after first use (in-

fant mortality).

* Failure early in the first

year of use (early life

failures).

Those In the first category
should, Ideally, never be
experienced by the end
user since they ought to

have been discovered by
the retailer and rectified

before the product was
delivered. Such faults are
usually simple to rectify.

The second category
failures are almost always
experienced by the end
user, usually within a few

|

hours, days or weeks, de-

|

pending on the length of

continuous operation and

J

working environment ex-

perienced by the product.

It is this type of fault that

causes the greatest an-
noyance to users and the

most damage to the
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reputation of retailers and
manufacturers.

Reputation

under threat

Failures that fall into the

third category, although
less of a shock to users,

are nevertheless likely to

result in feelings of disap-

pointment and resentment
at being let down. Such
failures also represent an
additional cost to the
manufacturer in honouring
product guarantee agree-

All premature failures are
bad for the reputation of a
manufacturer since

customers who feel they
have been let down tend
to have long memories of

brand names and are
only too pleased to pass
on their unpleasant ex-

periences to other poten-

tial customers. It is,

therefore, in the interests of

everyone for the manufac-
turer to do everything

reasonable to weed out

products that are likely to

fail prematurely.

One o< the simplest ways
of weeding out a poten-

tially faulty electronic

product is to operate the

finished version or its sub-

assemblies at an elevated
temperature for a given
period of time. Doing this

speeds up the early

failure rate, shortens the

time period of the start ot

the bath tub curve and
quickly identifies those
products or components
that would otherwise have
failed within the first year
ot normal operation.
The technique of doing
this sort of test is known as
"burn-in", the purpose of

which is to ensure that the

finished product begins its

normal operating life at

the start of the flat central

region of the bath tub
curve. A particularly at-

tractive feature about
burn-in is that it reduces
the needs for a large in-

ventory ot expensive test

equipment as well as time
consuming test pro-

cedures on virtually every
component.

Early failures

In practice, the magnitude
ot the elevated tempera-
ture is limited by the

design rating of the in-

dividual parts and com-
ponents of the product.

Semiconductor devices
such as integrated circuits

are usually burnt-in

separate from other com-
ponents at a temperature
of 125 °C for periods of up
to nearly 170 hours.

Experience has shown that

over 80 per cent of all

likely early failures in semi-
conductor devices show
up during the first 24 hours
of burn-in at 125 °C and
also that for every 10 °C
rise in operating tempera-
ture the burn-in time could
be halved. Fully as-

sembled printed-circuit

boards are limited to tem-
peratures of about 70 °C
They consequently require

longer burn-in times to

achieve the same results

that would have been
achieved had the burn-in

temperature been much
higher. Even lower burn-in

temperatures are permiss-
ible on fully assembled
products
The simplest and least ex-

pensive method of burn-in
is undertaken under static

operating conditions
where the component or

product under test is

placed in a temperature-
controlled oven and sub-
jected to the required
burn-in temperature. Unfor- !

tunately, not all faults

manifest their presence
under such passive

operating conditions

A more reliable form of

testing is by dynamic
burn-in, where the compo-
nents are continually sub-

jected to the sort of

electrical stresses and
power handling excursions

likely to be experienced
under normal operating

conditions Dynamic burn-
in may be extended to in-

clude monitoring of the
performance of individual

components under test.

Clearly dynamic burn-in

systems call for a larger

quantity of ancillary test

equipment and a more
sophisticated monitoring
programme than is the
case for static burn-in.

Trans-giobai

deal
An excellent example of

modern dynamic burn-in

equipment is that

manufactured and
marketed by Sharetree,

one of Britain's leading
manufacturers of stress

testing equipment for the

semiconductor industry.

This company has recently

concluded negotiations

with Trio Tech International

in Singapore for the joint

manufacture ot an ad-
vanced range of com-
puter-controlled burn-in

systems.

Under the agreement,
Sharetree will supply elec-

tronic sub-assemblies
which will be built into

completed systems by Trio

Tech's manufacturing
plant. Design work has
been completed and the

first kit was shipped to

Singapore in July 1985.

In the Sharetree burn-in

system the device under



test (DUT) is loaded into

one of many sockets con-

nected to a double-sided
printed-circuit board (PCB).

The DUT board is then
placed inside the oven
and automatically con-

nected to a back plane
connector, to which
various test (unction in-

structions are applied.

These include power
supply, clock pulse data
and external monitoring

facilities, and are con-
trolled by three plug-in cir-

cuit cards.

The program card is used
alone when static burn-in

is the sole requirement.

The card routes power
and static sources to the

appropriate connecting
pins of the DUT and con-
trols the temperature of

the oven as set by the

user. The clock card in-

cludes all the functions of

the program card but in-

cludes too the application

of clock pulses, tempera-
ture cycling and load vari-

ations.

The monitor card is used
when the user wishes to

compare the dynamic
performance of the DUT
with that of a reference

device, known to be of

faultless performance, that

is mounted on the pro-

gram card. Any discrep-

ancy between the two
devices is readily ident-

ified and recorded by an
associated microprocessor
data logging facility.

The Sharetree system pro-

vides the user with a
range of options that

should meet the majority

of varying requirements. At

one extreme there is a
parallel bus system that

allows maximum packing
density of DUTs per board,
up to 225 16-pin integrated

circuits. At the other ex-

treme a fully flexible fa-

cility allows the program-
ming of various device

types on a single card at

the expense of packing
density.

An important advantage
of the fully flexible system

is that the DUT boards can
be made to accept a var-

iety of device types simply

by changing the program
card. For example, a
device board fitted with

an array of 16-pin dual-in-

line sockets can be made
to accept 8-pin, 14-pin or

16-pin devices. A fully flex-

ible type of DUT board has
a maximum packing den-
sity of 120 16 pin devices.

(LPS)

Sharetree Ltd,

70 Westward Road,
Stroud,

Gloucestershire GL5 4JA.

A MILLION FRAMES
HOLD

THE NEW DOMESDAY
by Amanda Wood

Armchair exploration of

every square kilometre of

Britain, by directing the

display on a video screen,

will be possible from

November 1986, when the

BBC's electronic Domes-
day project is completed.
The information input is

based on work begun in

November 1984 by 14 000
schools and local

organizations, as well as

national bodies. Their

combined data are in the

process of being trans-

ferred to two optical video
discs resembling long-

playing records, which will

display more than a
million picture and text

colour frames—depending
on method of classifying

screen displays. The discs

will be played on a laser

disc player working in

tandem with a microcom-
puter and screen.

BBC Enterprises plans to

sell the discs to schools,

business houses, libraries,

universities, tourist

authorities, and anyone
who wants to see what
Britain looks like 900 years

after the first detailed rec-

ord of 1086.

The original Domesday
Book was a survey of

England ordered by King
William I, in which infor-

mation on the population
and land ownership and
use was recorded. The
purpose was to give
England's first Norman
ruler a record of the extent

of Crown lands and to

provide a framework for

taxation. It provided a pic-

ture ot life at the time
which is unique in Europe.

The original Domesday
described every village

and field in abbreviated

Latin but was largely

unread—even by William

the Conqueror, who died
before its full transcription.

The user can start with an
aerial satellite picture of

the United Kingdom and
then, by stages, select

from some 23 000 four-by-

three kilometre map sec-

tions. The user can then
go on to text and
photographs of structures

and daily life in the area,

and can even screen

ground plans of famous
buildings or monuments
such as Stonehenge.

This can be done simply

by pointing a cursor and
pressing a hand-held
mouse which takes one
beyond the subject on the

screen, either direct to the

next stage or to a printed

menu of options.

The user can type in a
place name, a subject of

interest on a postcode
and get a map of the

area covered, which can
then be researched in

greater detail.

The project began with

volunteer groups being
allocated the 23 000 four-

by-three kilometre blocks
from the Ordnance Survey.

For each block they pro-

vided 20 pages of

descriptive text about
local life, with colour
photographs and basic
survey facts for every

square kilometre, includ-

ing amenities and land
cover—grassland, wood-
land, housing, or industry.

Complementing this Com-
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munity Disc, which has
been edited from more
than 9 000 floppy discs

sent by schools and other

voluntary organizations to

the BBC Domesday project

headquarters in London is

the National Disc. This pro-

vides material from more
tormal academic and of-

ficial sources in the form

of essays and published

articles with illustrations, as

well as specialized maps
and photographs chosen
from a national compe-
tition. This material is also

reached through the

mouse, or by typing in a
subject on the microcom-
puter keyboard.

Much of the national disc

material has been submit-

ted in computer tape
form, but Community Disc

material required more
work in transferring it to a
mainframe computer be-

fore incorporation in the

optical video disc Data is

retrieved for screen dis-

play by a laser playing

over the disc and respon-

ding to instructions from

the microcomputer.

The viewer simply has to

point the cursor at a

place on a map to get a
menu of options—photo-
graphs. daily life descrip-

tions, land cover and
amenities, with additional

references to subjects

handled in depth on the

National Disc.

Launched in October 1984.

the £2.5 million Domesday
project had an original

target ot 10 000 schools,

but this had to be revised

upwards to 13 000
because of the response,

with contributions also

coming from local groups

such as women's institutes

and cultural organizations.

'The range of the

children’s interest was
quite impressive," said

Mike Tibbetts, assistant

director of the project. "I

was surprised by the

depth of detail they came
up with, such as the col-

loquial terms used by
people in a fishing village

for example. The photo-

graphs have also been
impressive."

It is the biggest videodisc

venture undertaken any-

where since the new tech-

nology became available.

Domesday has already at-

tracted inquiries from inter-

national broadcasting

and academic organizat-

ions. Sections are already
displayed on a pilot basis

at the Domesday head-
quarters in Ealing where a
team is processing the

software.

The project is funded
jointly by the Department
ot Trade, Philips Elec-

tronics. which makes the

videodisc player, and BBC
Enterprises Acorn Com-
puters has provided the in-

terfacing to link the

microcomputer to the

Philips player. Logica
Communications and
Electronic Systems Ltd pro-

duced the software for

retrieval and display.

For schoolchildren, the
survey was their first

chance to use microcom-
puters in an important

national project. Com-
bined with the authoritat-

ive National Disc, their

input forms a picture of

Britain that will interest

educationists the business

community, and tourists.

Domesday is expected to

be the pilot of a series of

BBC-backed interactive

video titles.

The value of British

pioneer work in the field

was recognized in

January when it was an-
nounced that Esprit—the

Europan Strategic Pro-

gramme for Research and
Development in Infor-

mation Technology—
would be funding work on
a new interactive video-

disc-based public infor-

mation system.

The project partners are
BBC Enterprises, Neder-
landse Philips Bedrijven,

Logica UK, and the

Soci6t6 Europ6enne de
Propulsion (Division Trait-

ment d’lmages).

The aim is to devise a
voice and picture storage

retrieval system for use by
the public without the

technical, psychological,

and cost barriers imposed
by conventional computer
based systems.

(LPS)

Domesday Project

BBC TV
Bitton House
54-58 Uxbridge Road
London W5 2ST

PIONEERING NUCLEAR
POWER FOR

PEACEFUL PURPOSES
by James Varley, Editor Nuclear Engineering International

When it comes to civil

nuclear technology, Britain

can claim membership of

a very exclusive club in-

deed. It is one of only four

or five countries that have
successfully brought to

fruition a completely

home grown technology
for generating electricity

from the atom.
It can also lay claim to

being the first country to

build and put into com-
mercial operation a
nuclear powered central

generating station. This

was Colder Hall, which
has been supplying elec-

tricity since 17 October
1956.

In the British design of

reactor, which is used in

all the country's commer-
cial nuclear power sta-

tions circulating gas
(carbon dioxide) is used to

carry heat from the

nuclear core to the

boilers. As in a conven-

tional coal or oil fired

power station, the boilers

produce the steam to

drive turbines, which in

turn drive alternators and
produce electricity.

In 1983, some 17 per cent

of Britain's electricity came
from reactors of this type

which are known as gas-

cooled reactors. Most of

I

the remaining electricity

was generated from coal.

On the rise

In 1978 the nuclear fig-

ure was around 12 per

cent—so the contribution

from gas-cooled reactors

has been steadily increas-

ing in recent years. It is

also destined to keep
rising in the near future:

three large advanced
gas-cooled stations, each
of 1200 MW, are in the pro-

cess of being brought up
to full power, although, it

must be admitted, behind
their original timetables
In addition, a further two

advanced gas-cooled sta-

tions of.the same large

size are under construc-

tion. Primarily as a result

of lessons learned from

the earlier units, these two
massive and complex
nuclear construction pro-

jects are exactly on
schedule. Currently about
half completed, they

should be in operation in

three years' time. This will

bring Britain's commercial
nuclear generating ca-

pacity to about 12 000 MW.
About one-third of this will

come from the older

Magnox units, the early

design of gas-cooled
reactor. The remainder will
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come from reactors of the

later AGR (advanced gas-

cooled) design.

In this continuing pursuit of

gas-cooled nuclear
technology, the United

Kingdom has followed an
independent path.

Although countries such
as Italy, Spain, France,

and Japan built one or

two gas-cooled reactors in

the early stages of their

civil nuclear programmes,
water-cooled reactors,

principally the pressurized

water reactor (PWR), which
originated in the United
States ot America as a
submarine propulsion unit,

have proved more
pupular with the world's

electricity producers.

Water instead

of gas?
Water-cooled reactors

have, in fact, achieved
almost complete domi-
nation of the world market.

In the event, despite high
hopes of the early days,

Britain has only exported
two complete nuclear
power stations, the Latina
Tokai Magnox units, to Italy

and Japan respectively.

Both of these date back to

the late 1950s.

Indeed, even Britain itself

is now in the process of

taking a hard look at the
PWR. The country’s next

proposed nuclear plant,

which has been the sub-
ject of a public inquiry,

the results of which will not

be known until the middle
of this year, is a PWR
known as Sizewell B It this

project succeeds, it would
spell the end of gas-
cooled reactor con-
struction.

Some people might argue
that this would be a great
pity in view ot the massive
investments made in

modern plant and pro-

duction techniques for the
latest AGRs. These new
techniques include the
use by Northern Engineer-
ing Industries (NEI) Nuclear
Systems of a unique com-
puterized robotic welding
system in the manufacture

of boilers.

But with the country's
many years of experience
of manufacturing to the
stringent standards
demanded tor nuclear
power stations, British

companies rightly argue
that they are well

equipped to make a sub-
stantial contribution to

nuclear power plants of

any kind-gas-cooled or

otherwise.

it Sizewell is

approved
The £1000 million Sizewell

B PWR would give them a
chance to prove this.

Although it would use the
technology of the United
States company
Westinghouse, over 90 per
cent ot the work would go
to British firms. Letters ot in-

tent, subject to the project

going ahead, have
already been received by
a boilermaking firm, Bab-
cock Power (which has
recently carried out a
major investment pro-

gramme at its works in

Scotland) and NEI Nuclear
Systems.

These letters are tor the
steam generators (which is

nuclear jargon for boilers)

and the pressurizer. These
are some of the very

demanding large compo-
nents needed tor the
primary circuit, the giant
piece of very high integ-

rity plumbing which cir-

culates water through the

core and the steam
generators.

British engineers, particu-
larly within the National
Nuclear Corporation, as
well as in the Central Elec-

tricity Generating Board,
(the large utility that would
own and operate Sizewell

B), have already made a
substantial contribution to

the detailed design ot the
station, which is widely
accepted as being one of

the world's most advanced
PWRs.

The high level of in-

digenous participation

and local manufacture is

rare in a country's first

large PWR project. But

British companies, in ad-
dition to their gas-cooled
reactor expertise, can
already point to a fair

amount of experience in

the provision of compo-
nents for PWRs overseas.

There is also the con-
siderable experience
gained in developing and
building the small PWRs
for Britain's submarine
tleet. These are supplied
by Rolls-Royce in conjunc-
tion with Vickers, Foster

Wheeler, and Babcock.

Nuclear exports
Among the most promi-
nent of British companies
in overseas nuclear pro-

jects has been GEC, which
joined Westinghouse to

build South Korea's first

nuclear station. The British

designed and built major
parts of the nuclear sec-

tion of the plant and all

the "unconventional" side
(turbines, alternators, etc).

As well as sending turbo-

machinery to other South
Korean nuclear stations,

GEC has supplied turbine

generators to plants in

Canada, Sweden, India,

and the United States.

NEI Parsons is another pro-

minent exporter ot turbo-

machinery tor nuclear
plant, having supplied
South Korea as well as
many Canadian nuclear
reactors, all ot the Candu
type. The latter units have
some of the world's best

performance records, and
NEI Parsons is currently

working with Atomic
Energy ot Canada (the

Candu vendor) on a poss-
ible Turkish plant.

As well as turbine

generators, British firms

have supplied a large
range of smaller compo-
nents to nuclear power
stations around the world.

These have included
valves, pumps, pipework,

insulation and pressure
vessels, and the customers
over the years have
covered the whole gamut
of reactor types.

Reprocessing of

fuel

One of the most consist-

ently successful export

businesses for the United

Kingdom nuclear industry

has involved the uranium
fuel on which nuclear
power stations run.

British Nuclear Fuels Ltd

(BNFL), employing around
15 000 people, is one of

the world's latgest nuclear
fuel companies and pro-

vides extensive services for

export markets, including
mainland Europe, Japan,
and North America.
Among its acitivites are
fuel manufacture (includ-

ing the highly sophisti-

cated technology of

uranium enrichment) for

all types ot reactor and
recycling or reprocessing

ot used fuel. BNFL is cur-

rently involved in a £3000
million refurbishment pro-

gramme which should en-

sure it remains in the

forefront of the high
technology nuclear fuel

business

Another area where
Britain's nuclear industry is

likely to play an increas-

ingly important role is in

the development of the
fast breeder reactor, an
advanced type that effec-

tively breeds its own fuel.

Although it is unlikely to

have any commercial ap-
plication before early next

century, recently signed
agreements will ensure
that the United Kingdom
plays a key role in the
large European
demonstration last reactor

plants that will need to be
built in preparation for

commercialization.

All this means British in-

dustry will continue to take
a pioneering role in the
development of peaceful
uses for nuclear
technology, as it has in

the past.

(LPS)
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LCD TYPE
LM16251

A series of liquid displays

—LCDs—available from

Sharp Electronics offers

models which can display

up fo 4 lines each with

from 6 to 80 characters.

Some versions have an in-

tegral character gener-

ator, in a few cases

complemented by a con-

troller. This article will

concentrate on the Type

LM16251, which has an in-

tegral character generator

and controller, and needs

only two supply voltages.

The LM16251 has a viewing

area of two lines, each of

which can accommodate
up to sixteen characters.

Characters are normally

displayed on the upper

line, and the lower line is

then used for a cursor. The

display is soldered onto a

PCB containing the back-

up electronics, which is

CMOS and TTL compat-

ible. Typical current con-

sumption is of the order of

7 mW. There Is ample di-

ode protection and the

whole unit is easily con-

nected to a four- or eight-

bit microprocessor system.

Dimensions are: PCB
84x44 mm; LCD housing

70.5x34.2 mm; viewing

area 56.7x11.5 mm;
character with cursor

5.55x2.95 mm.

Facilities

A total of 192 characters is

available from the

character generator as

shown in Table 1. These

comprise:

00-07 8 characters to be
defined by the user;

20-7F 96 ASCII characters;

AO-DF 64 Japanese
characters (kana);

E0-FF 32 special

characters, such a
Greek letters and
lower case letters

with descenders.

|

Apart from the 192

J

characters, the unit pro-

|

cesses other instructions as

well, for instance: erasure

of displayed characters;

positioning of the cursors;

on and off switching of the

cursors; shifting of charac-

ters on the display; and
others. The characters
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Table 1. Correlation be-
tween input codes and
character patterns. Note
that CG-RAM is a memory
in which user-defined pat-

terns can be stored

Table 2. Instructions and
corresponding actions.

Fig. 1. Circuit diagram ofa
possible set-up.

always appear in the cur-

sor position, irrespective ot

whether the cursor has
been switched on or not.

Collective data and ad-
dresses of cursor positions

may also be displayed.

Moreover, It is possible to

determine from the busy
flag whether the unit has
executed the previous

command and is ready
for the next instruction.

The addresses in Table 2

apply only to an unshifted

display. With each shift

(S=1 or SC=1), the ad-
dresses are also dis-

placed, so that position

upper left can no longer
be selected with address
00. It is, therefore, advis-

able initially to work with-

out shifting the display

(S=0 and SC=0) and leav-

ing the cursor switched

on (C=1). Wrjting data as
well as programming the

character generator also
shifts the cursor (but not

the addresses), so that

these must be relocated
by appropriate com-
mands after the stated op-
erations have been com-
pleted.

With BF=1 (busy flag), the

device is executing a
command; when BF=0, It

is awaiting the next in-

struction. If an attempt is

made to write data or in-

structions when BF=1,

overheating of both ICs

may result.

Circuit

example
A possible circuit is shown
in Fig. 1, which uses a
Z80A; the memories and
other peripherals have

S=0 display is sialic

= 1 display is shifted

D = 0 display is switched ol

= ' display is switched 01

switched on

B = 0 st c charac

SC = 0 cursor is shifted

= 1 display is shifted

* 1 shift to the right

been omitted for sim-

plicity's sake The Z80A is

suggested, because this

can readily be synchron-
ized with the relatively
slow display via its WAIT
input.

Address decoder Type
4028 is connected to IORQ
only, and not to WR or RD.
to facilitate writing as well
as reading of the LCD with
the least possible number
of components. In case
outputs Q2-Q7 of the 4028
are used tor the control of

further I/O functions, it is

necessary to select a
number ot addresses tor

the write and read
functions.

A bistable Type 4013 (or

4042) is actuated via Q> of

the 4028, and determines
the value of Do before
passing this on to input RS
of the LM16251.

The signal at Qo of the

4028 is used to switch on
monostable Type 4528. The
internal delays in the
decoder and the

monostable amount to

some 140 ns. Network R1-C3

stretches the pulse at the

Q output of the 4528 to

about 700 ns. These times

ensure that a machine-
language programme

]

can load the display so
fast that the thirty-two

I characters appear simul-

j

taneously (at least as far

[

as the human eye is con-
cerned).

The inverted pulse at the

J

Q output of the 4528 is fed

to the Z80A to ensure that

the data and the WR con-
trolled level at the R/W in-

put of the ICD remain

|

stable for a sufficiently

long time This momentary

I

stopping of the micropro-

|

cessor does not affect the

j

operation ot the dynamic
RAM.

j

The clock (0) output of the

I
Z80A is converted by
C1-D1-D2-C2 to a negative

I voltage, which is set to

about —2 V by Pi . The pre-

cise value can only be set

during actual operation.

The circuit operates well

with a clock frequency up
to 4 MHz. If the slower 4514
is used as address
decoder, the clock fre-

quency should not exceed
2 MHz.

Some practical

hints

When the LCD is switched
on, the upper line should
become dark, whereas
the lower one should re-

main bright. If this does
not happen, Vo must be
made more negative until

it does.

Next, the first instruction

may be given to the LCD.

At all times the busy flag

should be consulted (read
the address and link it via

an AND gate to 80).

The very first action should
be to initialize the LCD by
switching RS to 0 and
feeding DL=1, N=1, i.e.

38h«x, to the display. The
upper row should now
also light. From now on
the sequence of com-
mands is arbitrary. For in-

stance, to switch the cursor

on, teed 01 into the LCD
(which quenches the dis-

play), then D=1, C=1, and
B=Q, i.e. OEhex. Since the
cursor should function as
on a monitor screen, also
feed 06hex into the LCD, as
well as ID=1 and S=0. The
LCD is now ready for the
first characters. Switch RS
to 1 and feed in suc-

cession 31 hex, 32hex, and
33hex into the LCD, when
figures 1, 2, and 3 should
be displayed. If not, Vo is

not negative enough.
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This is the moment to set

Vo correctly with the aid of

the small preset at the

back ot the LCD board.

The setting will depend to

some extent on the angle

at which the display will

be viewed.

The cursor can then be set

at the centre ot the lower

row, i.e. at address 48, by

writing C8he» after RS has

been made 0. Next, the

user-defined character

can be placed here by

setting RS to 1 and writing

Q3hex into the display.

Line 1 of this character is

programmed by setting RS

to 0 and writing

Olhex+character 011+line

001=59hex into the display.

The line should then con-

sist of three dots. Then set

RS to 1 and write

00010 101=15he, into the

display.

To shift the three digits

and the other character to

the right, set RS to 0, SC to

1, RL to 1, and write IChex

into the display. That the

addresses have also

shifted to the right can be
seen by setting the cursor

to address 00, i.e. writing

80 hex into the display: the

cursor will then appear
underneath figure 1. The

characters are returned to

their original position by
writing the instruction

home, is. 02hex. H

9 (El enable (active high). Note that it is important tha

when RS and R/W have attained their level, at It

140 ns must lapse before this pin goes high. Sub
sequently it must remain high for at least 450 ns,

the data must remain stable "m the data bus at lei

until the trailing edge of the enable pulse

register select enables the display to differentiate

tween data and instructions. This pin should be <

_ trolled by a bistable: 0 = instruction; 1 = data

a vital supply for the LM 16251. Its value is about

with very low current consumption. Its correct v<

can only be set empirically, and depends on the

_ required contrast and viewing angle

13 (Vod) DC supply voltage

[
14 (Vss)

1
ground ICMQS)

Table 3. Pin connections.

shifted (ID) after a character has appeared, and

whether simultaneously the entire display should b
shifted one position IS)

Sets the address of the memory of the character

generator: the subsequent data produce the



Control amplifier

Transistors T I and T2 form a voltage

amplifier with a high input impedance
and a low output impedance. When the
slider of preset potentiometer PI is set

to give the full value of 1 k, the input
sensitivity in combination with the
3-watt amplifier is about 1 50 mV for
the 1 2-volt version working into a 4-J2

load, or 200 mV for the 17-volt version
working into an 8-i2 load.

If a higher input sensitivity is required.

PI can be set to a value lower than I k.

If switching to different values of
input sensitivity is needed, fixed re-

sistors can be used in place of PI ,
with

values determined according to the
formula:

D 500 x V in ,
.

Rx = —rrr <<>hms)

Here is an interesting project for the audio
enthusist, who likes to play around with the

circuit rather than just assemble a given project.

The Austereo' has been split up into modules
which can be combined to build a stereo
amplifier of your own choice, or you can use any
of the modules in a design of your own !

where Vjn is the RMS input voltage in

mV. The formula holds good for input
voltages from 5 mV to 250 mV. T3 is

used in a standard Baxandall tone con-
trol circuit. The 1 n capacitor between
the collector and earth is to prevent
oscillation.
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Disc preamplifier
The disc preamplifier, of which only one

channel is shown in the circuit, incor-

porates equalisation to correct the out-

put of a magnetic cartridge according to

the RIAA playback curve, and also

amplifies the signal to a level sufficient

to drive the control amplifier. It consists

of a two-stage voltage amplifier, T4 and

T5, with the RIAA feedback network

R 1 8, R 1 9, C 1 5 and C 1 6 connected

from the collector of TS to the emitter

of T4. DC feedback and biasing ofT4 is

provided by R 1 5. The disc preamplifier

board should preferably be mounted in-

side the turntable box as otherwise the

capacitance of the screened lead be-

tween the cartridge and the disc pre-

amplifier can form a resonant circuit

with the self-inductance of the car-

tridge. If this resonance lies within the

audio spectrum it may cause a peak in

the frequency response. Of course some

cartridge manufacturers quote a rec- hum fields of the amplifier’s mains
ommended load capacitance and if this

,ransIonner. Turntable motors usually
is so their recommendations should be have much less stray field then the aver-
adhered to. Another good reason for age mains transformer!
mounting the disc preamplifier inside It can be seen that the layout for the
the turntable is to keep it away from the two channels is symmetrical.
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3-Watt output

Transistors T1 and T2 form a direct-

coupled voltage amplifier. Resistor R6
and diodes D1/D2 determine the quiesc-
ent current of the quasi-complementary

driver stage T3/T4 and the output

stage T5/T6. The values of resistors R7
and R8 are chosen so that the output
transistors are either just biased on or

jus! cut off depending on the gain of the

transistors used. C3. C5, C6 and R3 help

to maintain stability. The input sensi-

tivity of the amplifier is about 400 mV
for 12-volt operation with a 4-fi load.

1 . Loudspeaker common must be con-

nected directly to the power supply

common and should be kept well

away from the boards.

Separate leads must be run from the
supply to the supply points on each

Outputs of any board should be kept
well away from inputs of other
boards (except of course where the
output of a stage is connected to the
input of the succeeding stage).

4. Care should be taken to avoid earth

loops. Each section of the amplifier

should have only one connection to

supply common.

2200 Ji I

1

and 600 mV for 17-volt operation with
an H-Sl load. The gain may be increased
by reducing R4 but this is not rec-

ommended as instability may occur
and distortion is increased.

The following layout precautions
should be noted when assembling the
completed board onto a chassis:

__ 12 v 17V

I
R12 680S2 Ik

C4 4700 p
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Power supply

for 3 watt output
Transistors T1 and T2 form a Darlington

pair acting as a compound emitter-

follower with a reference voltage pro-

vided by Zl . Zl’is chosen as a 13 or

18 volt zener for a 12 or 17 volt supply

respectively. Since T2 dissipates only a

small amount of power a heatsink is not

required.

B40C2200



15-30 Watt output
The ‘austereo’ 3-watt amplifier is used

as a drive amplifier for the 2N3055 out-

put transistors, and very few changes in

the circuit or the component values are

needed. Capacitor C7 is introduced to

compensate for the phase shift due to

the output transistors. The value of R1
is reduced to 56 k, and additional de-

coupling, in the form of a 47-k resistor

and a 1 0-/j capacitor, is inserted be-

tween the high-potential end of R 1 and
supply positive. The output impedance
is very low, as T5/T7 and T6/T8 form
power darlingtons. The ‘austereo’

control amplifier is well capable of

supplying the 1-V RMS input voltage

Because of the low input sensitivity, the

amplifier has good stability and its

sensitivity to hum is low. Substantial

negative feedback via R4 and R5 ensures

low distortion.

Maximum permissible supply voltage is

42 V. The power supply circuit is de-
veloped from the stabilised power
supply unit for the ‘austereo’ ampli-
fier, with circuit modifications and also

charges of component ratings to suit the
higher working voltages.

In addition to the heat sinks shown in

the amplifier and power supply circuits,

the three 2N3055 transistors should be
cooled by mounting them on the ampli-
fier or power supply boxes (as appli-

cable) using mica insulating washers.
The power supply table is worked out
for stereo. Power for the control ampli
fier is drawn from a 2N1613 with its

base potential held at half the main
supply voltage.

Parts list for 15-30 W an

R1 = 56 k powe

Rla = 47 k suppl

R2 = 100 k
|

voltai

R3.R5 = 4k7
R6.R9.R10 = 33 S2

R7.R8.R11 = 1 k
R12" 1k2
R13.R14-0.22 SI. 5W

Semiconductors

:

T1.T3 = BC107
T2.T4 * BC1 77
T5.T6-2N1613
T7.T8 - 2N3055
D1.D2-DUS

for T05
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selex 13

Digi-Course II
Chapter 7

In this chapter of Digi Course, we introduce another

important concept of the logic circuits — the time

dependant operation. In case of such circuits which will

be described in this chapter, the logic state of the

circuits depends not only on the input levels, but also on

the moment of time of viewing.

For experimenting with time dependant cirucit we shall

need some passive components:

3 Resistors 3.3 K 11 / ’/» Watt.

3 Electrolytic Capacitors 47 jiF/16V.

1 Electrolytic Capacitor 4.7 pF/16V.

A connecting link will have to be soldered to each lead

of these components so that they can be used directly

on our Digilex PCB.

The circuit shown in figure 1 is a simple 'Monoflop

The solid black bar in the capacitor symbol is the

negative terminal of the capacitor. Connect this terminal

to zero level (ground line) so that the capacitor is fully

discharged. The capacitor voltage is 0 V and the output

indicator LED lights up because of the NAND gate

inverter. Now if the "1" or +5V level is given at the

negative terminal of the capacitor the LED is turned off

for some time and then it lights again on its own.

With a high input to the capacitor, the voltage at the

input of the NAND inverter also jumps to "1
", thus

turning off the LED. As the capacitor slowly charges, the

current flow through 3.3K resistor decays and along

with that the voltage at the input of the NAND inverter

also decays to "0". Once this stage is reached, the

output of the NAND inverter again becomes "1 ' and the

LED glows. The time taken by the capacitor to charge is

decided by the values of R and C, which also decide the

time for which the LED remains turned off.

The circuit in figure 1 can be further modified as shown

in figure 2.

With this modification the circuit becomes a controlled

Monoflop. With M4 at "0" level the circuit can be

disabled and with M4 at
"1 ” the circuit is enabled and

becomes operative. Terminal M5 is the trigger input.

Many standard ICs have an input similar to the terminal

M4 which is called the Enable Input.

The Monoflop just described is also known as a

Monostable Multivibrator. The Flipflop described in

previous chapters is known as a bistable multivibrator.

Now let us see the effect of connecting two Monoflops

in series as shown in figure 3.

values of R1 and Cl, it glows again. At this exact

moment of time the second Monoflop gets a transition

from "0" to "1 " at the input of capacitor C2 which turns

off LED A for an equal amount of time, then it glows

again.

Similar to the "0" to
"1 " transition available at M6

when B started glowing again, we also have a "0" to

"1" transition available at N3 when A starts glowing

again. This transition canbe further used to trigger the

first Manoflop again. Connect the circuit as shown in

figure 4 and observe what happens!
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selex
This circuit will switch both the Monoflops alternately

and the LEDs will glow and extinguish alternately. This
is an oscillator — called Astable Multivibrator. The
period of osciallations will be decided by the individual
values of R1, Cl and R2, C2

To study the effect of R and C values, change the
capacitor Cl from 47 fiF to 4.7*iF. Now the periods of
LEDs A and B glowing and extinguishing become
unequal. The exact effect is illustrated in the pulse
diagram of figure 6. The diagrams on the left correspond
to circuit values in figure 3 and the diagrams on right

correspond to circuit values in figure 5

This circuit gives a running light effect, as the three
LEDs turn ON and OFF serially. If this circuit does not
start up on its own, it must be externally triggered. Any
number of extra Monoflops can be added to this circuit

provided that the total number is odd.

In Digital Technology, there are many more oscillator

circuits. To enumerate those will be outside the scope of
this series. An important point worth mentioning here is

about the high frequency oscillators. Such circuits are
used for generating the clock frequencies for computers
and other applications, and to obtain a stable frequency
quartz crystals are used.

In engineering language this is called a symmetric and
asymmetric duty cycle. A simple explanation of the three

terms we have encountered so far in multivibrators is as
follows. A Monostable Multivibrator is one which has
only one stable state, if we force it to change the state,

it returns to its stable state after a fixed period of time.

Other names for this circuit are Monoflop or Monoshot.

A Bistable Multivibrator has two stable states, if we
force it to change its present state it goes to the. other
stable state and remains in that state till forced again to

change state. Another name for this circuit is FlipFlop.

An Astable Multivibrator has two states, but it can never
remain in one state permanently. It keeps on changing
the states periodically. There is no other name for this

circuit.

We can as well add one more Monoflop to our Astable
Multivibrator to obtain the circuit shown in figure 7.

The simple oscillator circuit of figure 4 can be combined
with one of the counter or shift - register cirucits

described earlier. One such arrangement is shown in

figure 8

OUTPUTS

Like the Flipflops studied in previous chapters.

Monoflops are also available commercially as integrated

circuits. One such 1C is the 74123 which contains two
Monoflops. The Monoflops are retriggerable, that is, they
can be triggered again during the ON period. The time
period is calculated as follows :

t = 0.32 x C x (R + 700)

for R = 5 to 25 Kf! and C= 1 0 pF

In case of electrolytic capacitors, a diode 1N4148 must
be used as shown in figure 9. and the period is

shortened to

t = 0.28 xCx|R* 700)

The Monoflops trigger on rising edge at B if A is on "0”

and on falling edge at A if B is on "1

"

•T’uCj,
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The Structure :

The main part of the thi

oscilloscope is obviously thej

screen - which is the front

face of the picture tuber or

the Cathode Ray Tube (CRT)
The shape of the CRT c,

be seeninfigure 4. The front

face is coated with a

Phosphorous layer on the

inside; and this forms the

screen where waveforms
are displayed. The CRT has
a vacuum inside it.

An "Electron Gun" is

situated in the neck portion

of the CRT, which "shoots"
Electrons onto the front

screen. When the beam of

electrons hits the

Phosphorous material on
the screen it creates a
glowing dot on the screen
due to the energy being
carried by the electron

selex

The Oscilloscope

The instrument mostly

found in the centre of a

laboratory work bench is an
oscilloscope. The electronics

expert finds it the most
important measuring
instrument. Meaning of the

Greek word 'Oscilloscope'

translated into simple

Engligh would be something
like this. "An aoparatus for

making the oscillations

visible" It records the

waveforms and displays

them on the screen so that

they can be visualised as a

time versus voltage graph.

Figure 2 shows an
oscilloscope with a

rectangular waveform being

displayed on the screen.

Most important data of the

oscillations like the viltage

values (in vertical direction)

and period (in horizontal

direction) can be measured
directly from the screen.

From the screen we can
further observe that the

edges of the waveform are

not quite sharp as would be

expected in an ideal

rectangular waveform.
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Two deflecting plate pairs

are used to deflect the

electron beam in the
desired direction. By
applying a voltage to the

deflecting plates, the

deflection is achieved
towards the plate which is

more positive. As the

deflecting force acts both in

horizontal and vertical

direction, the resulting force

can take the beam and the

glowing dot to any position

on the screen.

The vertical pair of plates

deflects the beam
horizontally and the

horizontal pair of plates

deflects the beam vertically.

The vertical pair is called X-

plates or horizontal

3

deflection plates and the

horizontal pair is called Y-

plates or vertical deflection

plates.

The X-plates are normally
fed with a saw-tooth
voltage, (figure 5) This
voltage deflects the beam
periodically from left to right

and back on the screen,

generating a steady
horizontal glowing line on
the screen, The retrun is

very quick and the beam is

blanked during the return,

so that we see only the left

to right trace on the screen.
The waveform to be
measured is applied to the
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Y-plates. This superimposes
the vertical movement on
the beam, which is directly

proportion to the voltage on

the Y-plates. Thus what we
see on the screen is a graph

which shows the time on X-

axis and voltage on Y-axis,

giving the true picture of

the waveform being

measured. The scanned
image remains visible on
the screen only for a

fraction of a second.

However the sawtooth on
X-plates makes it repeat

continuously, and the

glowing image is refreshed

on every cycle of the saw-

the image formed in each
cycle of the saw-tooth

perfectly coincides with the

image formed in the

previous cycle, a special

device is used to trigger the

saw-tooth exactly on the

same point in the waveform
being displayed. This gives a

steady image on the screen.

To simplify what happens
during the trigger operation

we can visualise that the

trigger circuit makes the

glowing dot to wait on the

left edge of the screen till

the input waveform reaches

a particular voltage level

which is setas the trigger

level. When it reaches that

level, the saw-tooth sweeps

one cycle across the screen.

In addition to the triggering

device, it is also essential to

have a control over the

period of the saw-tooth, so

X-axis is under our control.

If the frequency of saw-

tooth is very high, the

screen shows only a small

portion of the input

waveform. If the frequency

of the saw-tooth is very low,

the screen will contain

many cycles of the input

waveform.

The Function :

A block schematic diagram

of the oscilloscope circuit is

shown in figure 6. If clearly

shows all the functional

blocks we discussed so far.

The cathode K is heated by

the heater coil ff to such an

extent that it starts emitting

electrons. This process can
be compared with boiling

water which emits water

molecules from the surface

in form of steam. As soon
as the electrons leave the

cathode plate and enter the

vacuum they are attracted

and accelerated and focusec

by the anodes Ai.Aj and A3

As the anodes are circular

and open in the center, they

do not absorb the electrons

but allow them to pass
through at an accelerated

speed in form of a bunch in

the direction of the screen.

This bunch of electrons

-moving at an accelerated

speed gorms a sharp beam
which finally hits the

phosphotous layer on the

screen.

There is also a cylindrical

electrode in between the

cathode and anodes which
has an adjustable negative

voltage on it. This voltage

decides the amount of

electrons that will finally

reach the screen, by

deflecting back the

remaining electrons towards]

the cathode again. This

voltage is called the
Wehnelt Voltage or Z-

Voltage, and regulats the

flow of electrons. It also

carrys out another

important task. When the

beam jumps back from right

to left, a strong negative

pulse is given to the Z-

electrode (Wehnelt
Cyclinder) so that the return

of the beam is not seer
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selex

As the electron beam
travels at a high speed, both
the X and Y deflection

voltages must be suffciently

high to be able to deflect

the beam. To raise the

voltage level for the

deflection plates, two
amplifiers called X-Amplifier

and Y-Amplifier are used.

The X-Amplifier is fed from
the saw-tooth generator anc
the Y-Amplifier is fed from
the input signal. The Y-

Amplifier is very sensitive

and can process very low
input voltages. If the input

voltages. If the input signal

has quite a high level, it is

attenuated with voltage

dividers before feeding it to

the Y-Amplifier.

There is one more anode on
the CRT on the wall of the

tube which is supplied with

a very high positive voltage

between 2 to 15 KV. This

further accelerates the

electron beam, and gives

them a very high energy
which is converted into light

when the beam hits the

phosporous layer on the

screen. After delivering the

energy to the screen, the

slowed down electrons ar$

absorbed by the high

voltage anode, and complete
the circuit.

Front Panel Controls

Every oscillosope will have

a different type of front

panel layout, and the nature

of controls available will

depend on the type of

oscilloscope and the level of

sophistication. Controls on a

simple single channel
oscilloscope are described

here with the help of a
typical front panel shown in

figure 7. Some oscilloscopes

are equipped with two input

channels and can display

two waveforms
simultaneously on the

screen for mutual

comparison. Typically the

input and output waveforms
of an electronic circuit can
be studied in relation to

each other with the help of

this function. Such
oscilloscopes have two
independent Y-Amplifiers
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The disadvantage of this

simple circuit is that some
of the antenna signal is

dissipated as heat by the
resistors. But this snould nt

create a problem in areas
where signal is quite

strong. During construction,

be careful and keep all

connections as short as
possible, and make them
well conducting. A small

housing.

For antenna systems with
75 H cables, change the 22
a resistances to 27 a. Cl

-a

fw
W"* tm-

BJagjrs.fi
rni? Iwicm | Wrv;--:;;

i f=in—% 1

There's almost nothing that

can't be simplified further. It

is also true for the Selex
PCB. An easy way to

assemble a Selex project on
a Selex PCB is to paste a

permanently paste the

layout in place and don't

remove it after soldering.

The Selex PCB is so
versatile that it can also be

/
copy of the given used to make your own • fT*T. • • «

component layout directly layouts for different circuits. • . - • * * ' '

on the PCB and then insert In such case whenever it

the components directly in becomes necessary to cut . . - *

position. If you wish to the tracks, you can use a 3

remove the layout after the mm drill bit and turn it back

soldering is done, fix it and forth in the hole from *
^ i n • 'm 1

•

only with a cellotape. There the track side. This will • ••(•{•! • • • .•

is no effect on the working remove copper around the , • • ••••••••
of the circuit even if you hole and open the track.
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single-chip dedicated
controller, the LA-180, are

available to simplify inter-

facing to the range. Ideal

for use in hand-held ter-

minals, cash registers,

calculators and portable

data logging systems, the

printers measure 91mm x
15.8mm.

Mini printer for

portable/

compact
equipment
Epson OEM Division’s new
M-180 series miniature

shuttle printers combine
high print quality and
speed with low power
consumption. The new
range includes the M-180.

181, 182, and 183 printers.

The basic 24-column M-180

provides a print speed ot

1.5 lines per second (LPS)

and 144 dots per line

(DPL). The M-181 will give

30 columns, 1.3 LPS and
180 DPL; the M-182 36

columns, 1.1 LPS and
218 DPL; the M-183 42

columns, 0.9 LPS and
252 DPL. The paper width

is the same for all types at

57.5 mm, and power con-

sumption is low at 200 mA
(typ) from a 5V supply,

which makes battery oper-

ation feasible.

The printers can operate

in text and graphics

mode; a compact control

board, the BA-180 and

46.9mm

Epson (UK) Limited

Doriand House
388 High Road
Wembley
Middlesex HA9 6UH.

Telephone: 01 902 8892
(3430:3:F)

new LB-15 include both

tractor and automatic

single sheet feed, easily

accessible DIP switches

and comprehensive front

panel controls, full IBM

character set including

standard block graphic

characters, 16 Kbyte buffer,

and easily interchange-

able interfaces.

Priced at around £950, the

LB-15 is claimed to be
significantly better

equipped than com-
petitive products, since it

offers a true letter quality

print-out as compared
with the current near letter

quality offered in most

cases.

Star Micronics UK Limited

Craven House
40 Uxbridge Road
Ealing

London W5 2BS.

Telephone: 01 840 1800

Telex: 948501 (3430:4:F)

EPROM.
A 6522 VIA provides 16 I/O

16-bit intervallines,

timers and a serial shift
|

register. A further eight in-

puts and outputs are pro-

vided for keyboard or

system interfacing.

A 6551 ACIA provides an
asynchronous serial port

allowing all standard

baud rates to be used.

Also on the board are a
real-time clock chip and
a 16-character LCD dis-

play which allows user in-

teraction and system status

monitoring.

The card comes with a
powerful monitor program
and a full documentation

package; the price of the

unit is £199.95 + VAT.

J.P. Designs

37 Oyster Row
Cambridge CB5 8LJ.

Telephone: (0223) 322234
(3430:6:F)

Top class tetter

quality printer

Star Micronics have
recently introduced a new
dot matrix printer, the

NB-15. Fitted with a 24-pin

head, it is capable of pro-

ducing draft copy at 300

cps and letter quality

print-outs at 100 cps. In ad-

dition to the standard

ASCII set with international

alternatives in both draft

and letter quality, up to

two additional font

modules may be in use at

any one time, giving a
remarkable degree of

flexibility.

Standard features of the

Single-board

controller

New from J.P. Designs is

the Gimini 2 hand held

controller, ideally suited

for real time applications

such as lathe control,

robotics, etc, where user

interaction may be re-

quired.

At the heart of the system

is a Type 6502 micropro-

cessor operating at 1 MHz,

with up to 8 Kbytes of

static RAM (2K provided),



M/S. HIND ELECTRIC &
ELECTRONICS introduces a

Tube Axial Exhaust Ian for

equipment cooling purpose. Th
features include light weight,

heavy duty, low power
consumption, 230V 50HZ

either side depending on air

direction required This product
is basically designed for the

requirement of Electrical and
Electronic equipment Control

For further details please write

M/S HIND ELECTRIC &
ELECTRONICS
Shed No. 2, I D A. Cherlapalli

Hyderabad 500 051.

Phone No 850 287

MICROSIGN PRODUCTS
Mehta Terrace

Bhavnagar 364 002.

transmits simultaneously three
4-20 mA outputs: flow velocity
V. molecular weight Mw and

CHEMTROLS ENGINEERING
PRIVATE LIMITED
910 Tulsiani Chambers
212 Nariman Point

Bombay 400 02

1

DIGITAL 1C TESTER

RC Digital 1C Tester 4024D is a

microprocessor based
instrument designed to perform

1413. Dalamal Towt
Nariman Point

Bombay-400 021

ABL CAPACITORS
ABL manufacture a wide rai

of Polyester. Metallised

Polyester and Polyproplene

signal circuit applications.

These Capacitors are

manufactured with Plant am
Machinery from Japan in

Plain Polyester Capacita

00? uf to 0.68 uf

Metallised Poly Capacitors

Capacitance Range Capacit

Hz. It has 0.001% accurate
crystal controlled time-base,

frequency rbnge of 40.0 Hz. to

65.0 Hz and 5-Second
Sampling interval to give steady

|

and better averaged readings
|

Enclosure used is rugged ABS
moulded 1 /2 DIN size box,

requiring a panel cut-out of 95 I

M/S. DELTA CONTROL
TNGINEERING CORPORATION.
~-224. Shreyas Industrial Estate.

Goregaon /East). Bombay - 400
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classified ads.

1 ) Advertisements are accepted

subject to the conditions

appearing on our current rate

card and on the express

understanding ihat the

Advertiser warrants that the

advertisement does not
contravene any trade act

inforce in the country.

2) The Publishers reserve the

right to refuse or withdraw any
advertisement.

3) Although every care is taken,

the Publishers shall not be liable

for clerical or printer's errors or

their consequences.

4)

The Advertiser's full name
and address must accompany
each advertisement submitted.

The prepaid rate for classified

advertisement is Rs. 2.00 per

word (minimum 24 words).
Semi Display panels of 3 cms
by 1 column. Rs. 150.00 per

panel. All cheques, money
orders, etc. to be made
payable to Elektor Electronics

Pvt. Ltd. Advertisements,
together with remittance, should

be sent to The Classified

Advertisement Manager. For

outstation cheques
please add Rs. 2.50

Wanted well experienced Electronics

Engineers with experience in design

and development of Electronics Testing

and Industrial Instrumentation on
regular/consultation basis. Kindly con-

tact Post Box 4324. New Delhi 1 10019.

Walkie Talkie Transmitter Circuits avai-

lable Sample circuits Rs. 1 5/- Write to R

N D Electronics, 12-11-133. Ravhaven-

dranagar, Secunderabad 500 361.

HURRY! One Chip Radio ICs’ZN 41 5 E

Rs 62.00; ZN 416 E Rs. 78.00 (All

inclusive). Send 50% with order (M.O or

D.D ) to: INTELLIGENT ELECTRONICS.

65, SBI Colony, Gopalnagar. Nagpur

440022

CORRECTIONS

Advertisers
Index

ACE COMPONENT
APEX

b bb
6 12

APPOINMENT
ATRON ELECTRONIC
BESTAVISION
ELECTRONICS LTD
COMPONENT TECHNIQUE

6 66

6 13
6 10

6 06
DEVICE
DYNALOG MICRO SYSTEM
DYNATRON
ELECTRO SYSTEM

6 11

6 15
6 65
6 14

6 10

IEAP 6 12

6 08

LABELLA LABORATORY 604

MODI ELECTRONICS 6 70

OSWAL ELECTRONICS 6 02

RAJASTHAN
RC TECHNOLOGY
SAINI ELECTRONICS

6 02
6 67
6 67

UNLIMITED 608
VALIANT ELECTRO MARKETERS 6 06

YABASU 6 07

Phase-corrected cross-

over filter

(January 1986, p.1-30)

The introductory paragraph to for-

mula (6) should read: . . where

both the low- and high-pass output

are attenuated by 6 dB (the so-

called half power points).

MSX Extensions — 2
(March 1986, p.3-30)

The text in the third column should

read ' to MSX signal CS12. CS2

or CS1 in that order. .

Telephone exchange
(January 1986, p.1-54)

Capacitors C21 and C22 are shown

the wrong way around on the PCB

lay-out in Fig. 3; the circuit diagram

in Fig. 2 is correct.
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